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WSU Residents boogie
through Welcome Week
of celebrations on Sept. 20. The highlighted events include a
barbecue on the Quad sponsored by Black Men on the Move
taking place. Sept 16 from 4p.m. - 6p.m.. Sept. 17 from 2-4
"This isn't your father's Wclcomc Week," said p.m. is the Raihskcllar's Grand Re-Opening with a new WSU
Staci Pepitone. Student Union program director, refer- sports theme, Sept. 18 at 9 p.m. "Pink Floyd's The Wall" will
ring to the i 997 Wclcomc Week. The Week's calendar be shown on a drive-in size theater screen outdoors (bring your
own blanket) location to be announced on Sept. 19 Fall Fcst on
is filled with a variety of activities aimed at every
Wright State student, faculty, and staff. "It isn't just for the Quad take place from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., along Shaking the
Foundation: a concert on the Quad followed by fireworks, the
new students. It's for everybody," Pepitone said.
The events began with the move in day for Campus first for WSU.
The new year is starting off with a new kind of Welcome
Housing students on Sept. 14 and will wrap up the week
Week, according to Kelli Durham, Programming Assistant and Communication
Chair of UAB. "It's not the same old
things," said Durham.
"Welcome Week is a time to show
that we're genuinely glad to be together."
said Pepitone, "It's a good time to try
different things and meet new people."
" I f you're anxious T
you' II find it at Wclcomc Week." Pepitone
said about the many activities.
The Welcome Week planning committee is thrilled with the week of events,
(Above) Freshman Jay Delaney brushes
accordi ng to Durham. The Tire works were
up on his dancing skills before school
upon
a major step in the improvements to Welbegins at "Boogie on the Bricks"
come Week as was the Rathskcllar renosponsored by RCA. (Right) WSU
vation. "Whatever we've wanted to do we
students line up for the locomotion."
were able to follow through with it," stated
Durham. "The Rat should have a much
more fun atmosphere now that we're going for the sports motif," said Brandon
Paul, programming intern.
By SEAN T. THATCHER
For many freshmen this is the first time
"We usually have good attendance."
Staff Writer
away from home and while most were excited
Residency reached another record high as and happy, there was also a lot of nervousness.
2,200 people moved into the residence halls To help combat this nervousness, WSU's
on Sunday. This is up from 2,122 people last Wclcomc Week's activities started Sunday.
year and an all time high.
From Sept. 14 to Sept. 20, there will be
More Welcome Week Info pg. 11
Many students listed the residence halls as various activia contributing reason for choosing Wright ties going on
State over other schools.
throughout the
"The dorms are nice," said Erin Bernard, a campus.
freshman from Cincinnati, Ohio. This sentiQuestions
c
ment was echoed by other new students who c o n c e r n i n g
compared WSU with other slate schools. .
Wclcomc Week
Other contributing factors in their choice activites should
of WSU included a good curriculum, a mod- be directed to
em campus, and size. " I like it, the people are the
Student
nice, it's not too big and not too small," said Union AdminEric Strickland, a freshman from St. Mary's, istrative office
Ohio.
at 775-5522.
B y AMY PRYOR
Assistant News Editor

Residency reaches record high

"Vlblcome"
Continued on pg.3
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New Administration building on lot 7 in 19S9
By SEAN T.THATCHER
Staff Writer
Wright State University broke
ground for the new acadcmic building Aug. 6. The new building will
be located on the current site of the
visitor's parking lot in front of Rike
hall.
"Construction should be finished by Dec. 31, 1998 and the
building will be ready for occupancy by Feb. 28,1999," said Neil
Mullins. Construction Engineer
and Project Manager for the new
building.
Although the building was
originally slated for the education
department, now it will be occupied by Administration and sevoral
eral other departments currently

occupied in Allyn hall.
The College of* Nursing ana
Health and The School of Graduate studies will also be moved to
the new building.
Mike Schulze. Architeciural
Engineer for WSU, said. "There
will be a lot of electronics in the
new building, including two distance learning classrooms, a computer learning center for the College of Nursing and television
monitoring rooms."
The visitor's parking only for
that building will be located in what
is now Lot #7. a student parking
area. The loss of these spaces for
students will be covered by the
expansion of lot #4 in front of the
Student Union.
Mudent
union.

— — —
photo by Christopher Umbert
Preliminary constniction for he new administration building began Aug. 6. The building will be
ready for occupancy by Feb. 28, 1999.

Trustees suspend drop fee
Although the drop fee is suspended for at least one
on
By SEAN T.THATCHER
year, it is possible the fee may be reinstated.
Staff Writer
The Board of Trustees made the decision to suspend
Starting Fall quarter, Wright State University stuthe fee and they can decide to bring it back if they feel it's
dents will have one less fee to pay.
The SIO fee for dropping a class after the first week necessary.
The suspension of this fee is not meant to encourage
of classes has been suspended for at least the 1997-1998
students to drop classes, rather it is intended to give
school year.
students more time to make an intelligent decision whether
The fee was suspended as part of a "continuing effort
to make students' lives easier," according to the office of or not to drop a class.
Students, as always, arc encouraged to be careful as
the Registrar's Gail Fred. Also, with the increase in
to which classes they take, and not to drop any unless
technology, labor for processing of dropped classes has
necessary.
become much easier.
Also, students should still pay attention to the refund
The drop fee was originally intended to help pay for
dates and the last day to avoid a grade dates posted in the
'-bor as well as to be slightly annoying so students
quarterly schedules. Notices about the drop fee will be
would not drop classes too often, according to Fred.
sent out with validation cards as well as posted on
Drop fees are an academic tradition at most universities,
bulletin boards around the campus.
with WSU being one of the lowest, said Fred.

Campus Calender
SEPTEMBER 17
•WWSU meeting at 4 p.m. in W025 Student Union
•Mike Rayburn concert at 8 p.m. in the Student Union
Atrium
SEPTEMBER 22
•Chcerleading and Dance Team try-outs from 5:30-7:30
p.m. in the Nutter cet.ter PMcLin Gyms. For more information contact Joyce Whitakcr at 775-2771.

If your organization would like
its meetings and events
in The GuardianAcat
contact I

Campus Crime,Report
ATTEMPT TO COMMIT CRIME
SEPT. 8: A stranded motorist reported an unknown
person attempted to steal her car while parked in lot 8 of the
Nutter Center.
BREAKING AND ENTERING
Aug. 3: A Student Union Building Manager reported a
break-in at the Upper Hearth Lounge of the Student Union.
CRIMINAL DAMAGING
Aug. 6: A Hickory Hall resident reported a cut window
screen and a broken frame.
CRIMINAL MISCHIEF
Aug. 8: A Student Union Building Manager reported a
damaged lock in E07I of the Student Union.
Sept 1: An unknown male reported damage to a vehicle
parked in lot 5 of the Nutter Center.
Sept 13:Officers received a complaint on a broken door
window in Oelman Hall.
DRUG OFFENSES
Aug. 7: A suspect was observed backing a vehicle on
University Dr. who had no driving provilcges while in
posession of a green leafy subtancc and pipe.
Aug. 22: Officers dispatched to Hickory Hall on the
report of possible use of an illegal substance.
LIQUOR OFFENSES
Aug. 22: A suspect under the age of 21 was observed in

College Park having consumed alcoholic beverages and in
possession of and open beer container.
Sept 2: A suspect under the age of 21 was observed in
the Village Lot with an open container of beer in his
possession.
Sept 12: A suspect under the age of 21 was found in
possession of an open container of beer in Forest Lane.
THEFT
Aug. 4: The theft of a CD changer from Springwood
Lanewas reported.
Aug. 5: A janitorial employee of WSU reported the theft
af a childrens dress from the men's room janitors closet in
the Medical Sciences Building.
Aug. 6: The theft of personal items from Brchm Lab
valued at $40 was reported.
Aug. 8: The theft of a bookbag and contents from Allyn
Hall was reported.
Aug. 11: The theft of car stereo equipment from lot 12
was reported.
Aug. 11: The theft of a credit card and S40 from a gym
bag in E009 Student Union was reported.
Aug. 15: The theft of a credit card and $15 from 121
Allyn Hall was reported.
Aug. 17: The theft of a TV/VCR unit and microwave
from the Nutter Center was reported.
Aug. 19: The theft of a fan, space heaters, and power
strips from 070 Milieu was reported.
Sept 2: The theft of a cellular phone, laptop computer
and VCR camcorder from Fawcett Hall was reported.

Sept 3:The theft of a CD player and speakers from a car
while parked in lot 1 was reported
Sept3: The theft of $55 from Rike Hall was reported.
Sept 3: The theft of a purse and its contents from the
Nutter Center was reported.
Sept 4: The theft of an office wall clock from Rike Hall
was reported.
S e p t 6: $45 was reported as removed from a wallet in
Oak Hall.
Sept 8: The theft of a vehicle from lot 5 of the Nutter
Center was reported.
Sept 8: The theft of $40 and a stereo from his vehicle in
Lot 5 of the Nutter center was reported.
Sept 9: A car was reported stolen from lot 8 of the Nutter
Center.
Sept 9: The theft of a bookbag and its contents from
Brchm Lab was reported.
Sept 10: Unknown persons attempted to take property
from a Rike Hall classroom.
Sept 10: Unknown persons were reported taking a TV,
VCR and cart from a Rike Hall classroom.
Sept 12: A Sodexho employee reported the theft of food
from W113 Student Union.
Sept.l4:The theft of a word processor from the exterior
of Cedar Hall was reported
Sept 15: The theft of a cordless phone/answering machine from Oelman Hall was reported.
Sept. 15: A smashed rear passenger window of a vehicle
as Well as the theft of a purse and its contents while parked
in lot 1 was reported.
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Renovations completed at Dunbar Libra

The circulation desk area and other renovations will improve the traffic flow in the
library as well as bi;ng inter-library loan and
Wright Slate University's Dunbar Library circulation functions together.
The carpet has been replaced on the inteis has completed the circulation desk area
rior library stairs to replace the dangerous
after 6 months of renovation. "We're deripples in the old carpet. The library has also
lighted everything is on schedule." said Pat
become more sound absorbent with the addiWalker, director of Public Services for the
tion of new flooring. "The noise was one of
library.
According to Walker there are only a few the greatest complaints we had," said Walker.
The renovations have also improved lilittle details remaining to be finished. "We
brary accessibility by allowing all doors to be
just finished hanging signs...it was the
used
as entrances and exits, and by building
smoothest running project I've ever seen."
a smaller and not so imposing desk with a
said Walker.
The new circulation desk area took four lower level counter.
Walker feels the library renovations will
fiscal years to save money from the budget to
be built. During the renovation traffic paths make Dunbar library much more flexible to
adapt to new technology.
were moved around.
"V,'c're really happy with it," said Walker.
"Sometimes it looked like an obstacle
course," said Walker.
By MELANIE GLASS and AM Y PR YOR
News Editor and Assistant News Editor

photo by Christopher Umbert
After six months of renovations, the circulation desk is up and running.

Wright State student dies Basketball coach recruits
misdemeanor sex offender
in automobile accident
By JENNIFER STRASSER
StaffWrfter
Michelle Sabo, Wright State University
student, was killed in a car
accident on June 15 leaving
a family reunion outside
Lancaster.
Sabo. and her parents,
were killed when she misjudged an intersection; resulting in the car flipping
out of control. All three passengers were pronounced
dead on arrival at the hospital.
Sabo's older sister, who
requested her name not be
mentioned, remarked about
the initial shock and the

sense of disbelief of the situation.
"She had so much going for her. I think the
hardest part is not only losing one of your
closest friends, but someone who would have
been a definite success."
Although only going
into her third year as a
marketing major at WSU.
Michelle had been involved with many organizations including WSU's
Emerald Jazz DanccTcam
and Alpha Xi Delta Sorority.
The sistersof Alpha Xi
Delta have organized a
campus wide memorial
service for Sabo on Sept.
24 at 7 p.m. in the Formal
Michelle Sabo Faculty Lounge.

Bertsos named director of
Residence Services

ByAMYPRYOR
Assistant News Editor
Dan Bertsos, the new director of Residence Services, replaced Cynthia Wells
for the 1997-1998 school year. Bertsos, a
former Dean of Students, has come to
Wright State University with a heavy background in on-campus residential living
and housing programs.
Returning to the mid west from Savannah College of Art Design in Savan-

nah, GA, Bertsos is, "enjoying Wright
State and learning as I go."
Originally from Ann Arbor, Mich.,
Bertsos found Wright State's positive
reputation an appealing addition to his
new career.
"I've spent most of my career in housing," said Bertsos of his qualifications for
director.
After graduating from Central Michigan University with a BA in Business
Management and Marketing, he received
his masters from Miami University in
"Vlblcome"
Student Personnel. Bertsos then spent 12
Continued from pg. 1
years working with the residence commusaid Pepitonc, "When people don' t participate nity at Eastern Kentucky and has been
the first week, you're setting yourself up for emplo) ,-d at several different universities
the rest of the year." Everyone is encouraged before coming to WSU.
to participate in the Welcome Week celebraHis plans as Director of Residence
tion events. For more information about the Services include "getting more familiar
various events and times, refer to the Wel- with Residence Services and looking into
come Week flyers located throughout cam- possible upgrading and additional houspus.
ing." said Bertsos.

University supports decision to sign player

ByAMYPRYOR
Assistant News Editor
Wright State University's Head Basketball Coach, Ed Schilling has recruited a
phycrchargedwithamisdemeanor. Marvin
Rodgers, the newly recruited player, pled
guilty of second degree sexual abuse Jan.
18. 1996.
Committing the crime after attending
one year at West Virginia University, he
was sentenced to five years probation and
a $500 fine.
Rodgers continued with his academic
career by attending Wallace Community
College for one year and is presently enrolled at WSU to further his education and
to play basketball.
"Every player will be researched extensively and once they are here they will
be coached daily in the skills of life," said
Schilling.
Rodgers' past was addressed in a press
conference on Sept. 13 by Schilling.
"I do not condone what was said to have
been done in any way, but I also have
researched his past extensively and truly
believe he is committed to doing what is
right as a person, student and an athlete,"

said Schilling.
Rodgers, who is a Junior College
Honorable Mention All American, was
ranked as one of the top 30 junior college players this past year and will now
play as a forward for the Raiders.
Assistant Vice President of Public
Relations Barry Johnson is supporting
the opinions of the Athletic Director
and Head Coach in their recruitment
choice.
"When you're 18- and 19- years old
you make mistakes," said Johnson."
You have to ask if this is a mistake that
you'll live with for life. We don't think
it is."
Johnson continued by saying, "1
don't agree with the behavior, but 1 see
no reason not to give him a second
opportunity."
Schilling concluded his press conference by stating, "I ask this favor, do
not inflict any more pain on Marvin, he
has suffered enough, I promise. If there
are stones to be thrown, throw them at
me. Attack Ed Schilling not Marvin
Rodgers. Make your judgments about
Marvin on what he does after graduation."

Students to unite on Unity Day

ByAMYPRYOR
Assistant News Editor
Wright State University will continue the tradition of Unity Day which will take place on
Sept. 24 at 12 p.m. on the Quad.
According to Beverly Jenkins, Protestant campus Minister, the purpose of a Unity Day
celebration is, "to symbolize all those things that coine together to make us what we are."
The second annual Unity Day theme is "Yesterday's Differences, Today's Strengths."
"Last year there was participation by over 500 people," stated Jenkins, "We have high hopes
for this year."
As part of the day's celebrations, there will be a variety of speakers. Madrigal singers, a
banner to be signed by participating clubs and individuals, and "a symbolic joining of hands to
symbolize our campus unity." according to Jenkins.
The Unity Day organizers arc encouraging participation by everyone. The Student Union
Atrium is the alternate site for Unitv Day in the case of rain.
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Fiesta, education fills Hispanic Heritage Month
ByAMYPRYOR
Assistant News Editor
Wright Stale University will
successfully begin a new year
with ils first celebration of Hispanic Heriiage Month. The kickoff celebration will begin Sept.
26 on the Quad with Latino music. authentic Hispanic foods,
dances, arts and crafts presented
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
"Everyone will be excited and
looking forward to something

new." said Mai Nguyen,
dinator for Campus Climate
predicting the participants'
reactions.
"No Siesta. Just Fiesta."
will theme the month'scelcbrations.
WSU'sdiverse campus
contains 160 Hispanic students. according to the
Student Information System.
The 1990 Census
Bureau rates 10 percent

<9

of the United
States'population as HisS) panic, pro;) claiming Hispanics as the
s
FT
largest minorr" Panlc
a
ity by 2006
9® Month '
"The Hispanic culture is
a really beautiful culture with a
lot to share with
the University."

said Nguyen. "We want to celebrate everyone's culture."
Included in the "Fiesta" are
movies and a panel discussion
taking place from Sept. 25-Oct.
16.
The following movies arc being presented free of charge in
honor of Hispanic Hertilagc
Month in room 116 Health Science Auditorium at 5:30 p.m.:
Sept. 25. Like Water for Chocolate-, Oct. 2. My Family; Oct.7. /
Like it Lit - That ; Oct. 16, My

A panel discussion titled "Understanding and Responding to
the needs of Hispanic/Latino Students" will take place Oct. 7 at
12:30 p.m. in EI63 Student
Union.
Eileen Fernandez, Self Associate Professor of Education and
Human Services, will be present
to moderate the discussions of
Hispanic students addressing the
differences between Latino populations in the United States.
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Dress in your 70s
best and join us
for a psychedelic
experience!
Friday, Sept. 19
6:00-10:00 p.m.
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THE DAYTON ART INSTITUTE

Admission $5.00 • FRFE fa museum members
456 Belmonle Park North • 223-5277
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Come to Office Depot for guaranteed low prices on:
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ACROSS FROM WSU!
•CHEESE STEAK ON A PITA
•SMALL REGULAR FRY
•LARGE FOUNTAIN DRINK
only

$4.95

Offer Expires 9/30/971

• Computers & Accessories
• Software
• School Supplies
• Printers, Fax Machines, Calculators |
and Other Business Machines
• Furniture
Plus, check out the in-stori.
Business Center for all youx^..
printing and copying needs
V I S I T T H E B EA k/ERCREEK OFFICE DEPOT
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Get AT&T O n e Rate. FREE.
And d o n ' t w o r r y about the t i m e or the distance.
If you live off campus, choose AT&T Long Distance and sign up for AT&T
O n e Rate. Free. You'll also get a free one-year membership t o Student
Advantage*—the largest student discount program ever.
• AT&T O n e R<:te: only IS? a minute on calls from h o m e — t o anybody,
anytime, anywhere in the U.S.
• Student Advantage use your card t o get special offers and up t o 50% off
every day at thousands of your favorite neighborhood places and national
sponsors -like Kinko's," Tower Records' and Amtrak*

Live o f f campus? Gee AT&T O n e Rate
and a Student Advantage membership. FREE.
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TALES FROM THE ARCHIVES:
FOUNDERS DAY 1967
Wright Stale University celebrates its
On Octobcr 21, 1967. the communities
30th anniversary as an independent univer- of Fairbom, Xenia. and Beavercrcck sponsity Octobcr I. 1997. On October I. 1967. sored a day-long celebration on the Wright
Wright State celebrated its own identity sepa- State University campus. The theme was
rate from its founding institutions. Miami "The University - The Community - The
University and The Ohio State University. Family." Festivities including an ox roast, a
The Dayton Campus was established af- soccer game between the WSU soccer club
ter decades of Miami and OSU offering and Wilbcrforce. a performance by the
evening courses in Dayton-area high schools, Wright-Patterson Air Force Band, an art
the YWCA and on Wright-Patterson Air show and sports activities strengthened the
Force Base. Wright State originally began as ties between the university and the commuThe Dayton Campus of Miami University nity.
and The Ohio State University in the fall of
Thirty years have passed since that first Brage
1964. Its first building. Allyn Hall, stood Founders' Dav. Although a a young univer- Golding,
alone in the middle of a farm pasture and sity. Wright State has a rich history. This is Wright State's
housed faculty, administration, student ser- only one of the stories from WSU's past. first president
vices. and classrooms. The Dayton Campus Look for more "Tales from the University points to the
represents the collaboration among Dayton Archives" in the weeks ahead as we cel- changing face
business and civic leaders like Stanley C. ebrate Founders' Day throughout the Fall of the school
during
Allyn and Robert S. Oelman of NCR, and Quarter of 1997.
Founders Day
education leaders Novice G. Fawcett arid
Oct. 1 1967.
John D. Millett, presidents of The Ohio S'.ate
Article written by Dawne Dewey (photo
University and Miami University respecHead, Special Collections and submitted by
tively.
Archives, WSU Libraries Karin Nevius)
Brage Golding became the first
president of the Dayton Campus in
the fall of 1966. One year later,
campus enrollment exceeded
5,000, which gave the campus the
required size for full independence
per Senate Bill 210. On September
15.1967, President Golding, Vice
President of Finance Fred White,
and Director of Communications
Monday-Thursday
Al Brown returned from the Board
6:00AM-8:30PM
of Resents meeting in Columbus
with the official word of Wright
Friday
State's independence. They were
6:OOAM-8:OOPM
met by a welcoming campus crowd
of more than 300 from the student
Saturday-Sunday
body, faculty and ,'dministration,
8:00AM-5:00PM
complete with banners and refreshments.
Later, students held a mock funeral service signifying the end i f
the "Day ton Campus" designation.
NEW Donors and 6 month Absence Donors
A casket was buried in the woods
S30 1st visit S50 2nd visit S25 3rd visit
to the north of Founders' Quadrangle. A tree was planted over the
grave to commemorate the begin•30 Day inactive Donors
ning of the new university.

Need Bucks for
...donate

Earn up to $50 your 1st two donations back.

•Bring in a new donor
Earn $5.00 for each new person you bring in.
(person must donate)

If yc u see news
on campus, or
have a tip,
contact Melanie
at 775-5538.
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Centeon Bio-Services
165 E. Helena St.
Dayton, Ohio 45404
Ph. 224-1973

C
' GNT60N
Bio-Services, Inc.

Earn $205
the first month!
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Unleash big savings. AT&T presents the
largest student discount program ever. FREE.
Choose AT&T. A n d we'll give you a free one-year Student Advantage'
membership Use your card t o get special offers and up t o 50% o f f every
day at thousands of your favorite neighborhood places and national sponsors
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advertising seiis!
Contact Ad office at 775-5537
Get The Class
You've Always Wanted.

Learn More For Less
2812 colonel G l e n n Hwy.
across from W S U next to Chi-Chi's

!f you want IO make a good impression this war. there's a d a s you should reiser
for no mailer whatTOUTmajor. It's the class you'll getfromCort Furniture Rental
•
•
•
•
•

Serving Dayton for over a decide
Flexiblerentalterms
Easy monthly payment terms
Packages available
"2-hour delivery & setup

s

• Housewares & Electron** available
• Convenient ordering by phone or tax
• Extensive selection of quality: namebrand furniture
• Previously leased furniture:
save.m-60%

50 OFF* First Month's Rem
o r $50 off y o u r S250 Purchase
at o u r Dayton Clearance Center

MORE USED TEXTBOOKS
THE LOWEST PRICES
ALL WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY, SINCLAIR COMMUNITY
COLLEGE, PARK COLLEGE, CAPITAL UNIVERSITY
Textbooks Available
Regular Hours:
Monday-Thursday
8:30a.m. to 7 p.m.
Friday
Saturday

8:30 a.m to 5 p.m.
10 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Textbooks bought back all year round

CORT
Rental Showroom and Clearance Center
Dayton 8975 Kings Ridge Drive. (937) 433*990

Pax ion

•Dn« mottpphO vih*rp*motk»*/4uaiuUt ttmamm < am/ft tear

Avenue
Hyde Park Plaza

533-1996

SOME PEOPLE CALL YOUR NEED
FOR STIMULATION OVER THE TOP
WE CALL IT YOUR TICKET TO THE TOP

Easigatc
S. Drive

Imagine developing all your talents - while doing the same for a multi-billion
dollar business. Or having the autonomy to use your head to make top-level
decisions, while impacting bottom-line probability Where do you go to have
it all? Enterprise Rent-A-Car has entry-level business development
opportunities that give you the freedom to make critical decisions, join us
and have hands-on involvement in every aspect of business management •
from sales and marketing to administration and staff development. This
growth opportunity offers a competitive compensation and benefits package
Use Your Head. Join Enterprise.
VISIT WITH A REPRESENTATIVE WHO WILL BE
AT WRIGHT STATE SEPTEMBER I9TH AI FALL FEST'
For more information, please call: (937) 2914388
Visit our web site at: www.crac.com
^JEnterprise

• Ihe proper environment
is essential to malting the
grade. There's no better place
to study than on a futon from
the Futon Factory

FUTON

FACTORY

^ Soft & comfy, a futon is also
great for lounging a even sleeping
otter a long day ot classes
Nothing beats a Futon Factory
futon!

I he Midwest's Largest Futon Specialist

E-jsltc.ilc Village Shops
behind Mcdonalds

8106
Springboro
Pike
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Celebrating sisterhood
theme is "Celebrating our Success!"
"This year's conference will be a collective celebration
- a celebration of five years of increasingly successful
conferences and a celebration of womanhood. This year, we
encourage women to celebrate life and living," said
Townsend.
The conference is a forum where African-American
women come together to dialogue, strategize and make
recommendations regardBY TIFFANY BROWN
ing issues
For The Guardian
of
relevance to
The Bolinga Cultural Resources Center continues a five- Africanyear tradition this year as it hosts it$ annual Sister to Sister American women.
Conference Sept. 20 from 8-5 p.m.
There will be eight
Bolinga Center Director Lillian Johnson and Assistant workshops titled
Director Karen Townsend will lead the conference which

fyfatiorTiSine
& JLiquor

"Discovering the Gold in Your Goals," "Harnessing the
Happiness," "The Power of One" and "1 am not Superwoman."
Some of the presenters include Sharon Fair, host of
WDTN's Dayton and Beyond, Dr. Michelle Hassell, assistant professor in WSLTs School of Professional Psychology
and Roberta Boyd, assistant dean for fiscal affairs of the
college of liberal arts (COLA).
The conference is sponsored by the Bolinga Center,
COLA, WSU College of Business Administration
and the Women's Center along with Amcritech,
Goodwill Industries, The Kroger Company, the
Success Guide and support from the Dayton Area
Chamber of Commerce.
While the deadline for conference registration has
passed, a limited number of student slots are still available. The cost for tickets is $25, which includes a choice
four workshops, breakfast, lunch, afternoon reception
and conference materials.
For more information call the Bolinga Center at 7755645.

Uwntd b y C r r j Shullt,
Suit Liqunr Ajfml

• The ONE Stop For All Your
Holiday & PARTY Needs!
• Come See Us At 'The Taste of
Beavercreek- September 28 from
l-3pm At The Nutter Center
| 5556 Airway Rd. • Dayton, OH 45431 • 254-5556
(In the Page Manor Shopping Center)
Moll- l l.nr:
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YOU DEMAND POWER,
SPEED, AND MOBILITY.
cash back*
Power Macintosh" 6500/250
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PowerBook" 1400CS/133
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Nov Sv.999 (or J j T f r w r t W «TO£ « I * " l

$100

"Playboy's Top 100 College Bars!"

cash back*

25 cent Drafts
Live Music
Every Wednesday:
•Ladies Night
•5 cent drinks for ladies
'til midnight
Hverv Thursday:
•Dayton area's Hottest Bands
•Drink specials
•Happy Hour 'til midnight
(Off Colonel Glenn Hwy
Just 3 minutes from campus.)

Power Macintosh" 5400/180
l«A.3GB/8XCOBuill-fcl dispUy/Kbd
S«S7 ( « $Jt*non80~ BOO

Mr5.

cash back*

Color StyteWrlter* 4500
Now $ji$— w o n tfBATI

WANT SOME CASH
TO GO WITH THAT?
Now is the right time t o get an Apple Power Macintosh or
PowerBook. Because in addition t o getting the computer that lets
you do more than you can imagine, you can save big time. For a
limited time, students are eligible for special cash rebates.
•This Is a limited time rebate coupon offer. Call Apple Campus
Direct at 800.877.4433 ext. 753 for complete details.

AppieCampusDirect
1800 8774433 ESS

' The Pub Welcomes Back
W.S.U. Students!"
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Junior trustee appointed to board!

ByJIMALfTATlLLMAN
By JIMALfTA TILLMAN

For The Guardian

Barto said about her position.
Her goals at this point are to
get aquatinted with the position.
She is working hard on improving student parking, the continuous tuition increase and issues
concerningfinancialaid, according to Barto.
The trustees are attending a
retreat Sept. 20-21 that will train
them on handling issues concerning their positions.
Working with and for students
is not new fo Barto. She has also
served as the Student Government representative for the College of Engineering and Computer Science (CECS).
Her other activities include
membership on CECS' Deans
Steering Committee, a coordi-

AlHoo 5/iover. COM Broadcast frg

nate for national Engineer's
W r i g h t S t a t e UnhzeisWy D e p a r t m e n t of T h e a t r e A r t s P r e s e n t s
Week, and an instructor for engineering 101, a 150 student freshman orientation course.
Barto has also been President
of the Wright Engineering Council Student Activities Board, and
Vice President of the Society of
Women Engineers.
1 believe the knowledge
gained form these type of experiences will allow me to better
serve WSU as a student trustee,"
said Barto.
SAT. MATINEE WSU STUDENTS S5
Barto advises students interSept. 20 a t 3:00 P.M. L
ested in the position in the future j
I (Fot Sal Mat. Student tlx colt WSU Box Office o* 775-2500)|
to get their recommendation letter package togethei as early as j
"Although some believe this
possible.
position is easy, it takes a lot of
She also stresses for students |
time, dedication, and passion,"
to get involved.
Barto is scheduled to graduate form Wright State in June
1999 with a BS in Computer engineering and a minor in business administration.
Barto received the computer
Hesiaent Sen/ices housing deadline a close call
science and engineering departAmy Pryor
find housing when another student ment scholarship in 1996 as well
Assistant News Editor
withdraws or when they become no- as the College of Engineering
and Computer Science Dean's
V I C T O R I A THEATRE
shows on moving day.
Award.
Lack of housing for incoming
The waiting list for on-campus
Victoria Ticket Center: (937) 228-3630
studentsremaineda concerning is- housing was set up based on the date
sue for Residence Services two days the student applied for housing. The
before moving day. The waiting list student would then be assigned a
W e I ndcrsiaikl
for on-campus housing had dropped room, once the fees were paid, by
dramatically from 145 to 22 within date order, according to Bertsos.
Commitment!
the last three weeks before Sept. 14.
A shortage of housing has not
The reason for the sudden openings, been a problem in past years, acaccording to Dan Bertsos, director cording to Bertsos. "Each year the
Since 1871, Edward
of Residence Services, is that some residence hails open at capacity,"
Jones has been
students have withdrawn from the said Bertsos.
waiting list allowing other student
committed to
Residence Services was able to
to fill their ,Jace in the line.
house theremaining22 studt its by
providing
The cause of the housing short- Sept 11. Expanded housing areas
personalized
age is due to the rising amount of were created from the rooms reguinvestment service
students whochoose to stay on cam- larly used as floor lounges. Accordpus each year. "The rate of returning ing to Bertsos, students with special
to individuals.
on campus students has increased access needs were assigned to rooms
From our office
from the last three years," said on the first floor of the Hamilton
here in Dayton, you
Bertsos.
Hall living learning center.
can rely on:
Approximately 2,200 students
"At present, we still have some
can be housed on-campus. The last open spaces available in rxtended
25 students on the waiting list will housing areas," said Bertsos.
• Face to Face
Service
Start your semester offrightand make Kinko's your resource, day or night, for great
products and services, like black & white copics and in-store computer rental.
• Timely
' Presentation materials
Information
' Internet Access
L«arn More For Less
' Full-color copics
• Digital color output directly from
• Quality
• Resum£ services
your disk to our color printers
Investment
Euvondia Barto was appointed Sept. 4 to her second
term as junicr student trustee for
the Wright State University
Board of Trustees.
After meeting the requirements for the position, such as
acheiving a 2.5 Grade Point Average, having three recommendation letters and a cover letter;
Barto was appointed by Ohio
governer, George Voinovicb. the
duty to attend the board and committee meetings and to them report on the decisions made at
those meetings.

ADDED PERFORMANCE!

Homeless Wright
State students ?

m

Welcome back students!
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Fireworks to end Welcome
Week festivities in a bang
By MELANIE GLASS
News Editor
As part of (he
Welcome Week
activities at Wrighl
State University, •
Rozzi's Famous
Fireworks will
present a fireworks show
sponsored
by " Union
Activities
Board
on i
1
Sept. 19.
Rozzi's
Famous Fireworks is family
and owned and
operated and has
been since the late 1800's.
The family presents the WEBN

fireworks in September of each
year in Cincinnati as well as traveling all over the country to
present fireworks shows.
>
They also prcse—
\
about 135 sho
over July 4.
Tim Rceder,
licensed pyro(echnieian who
s sub-contraded by the
W Rozzi family,
will be shooting the fireworks Friday
night.
"Basically, it'sa
5 or20 minute show,"
said Rceder, "the smallest shell
will shoot 300 ft, and the largest
shell will shoot 600 ft."
According to Rceder, most

licensed "shooters" hold other
jobs besides shooting fireworks.
"Mo- 'shooters' are paramedics, ! ire fighters and the sort.
I'm a professional photographer." said Recder.
Rceder also said he went
through "shooter" school, and
worked with others on shows for
5 years before he was permitted
to work a show alone.
Reeder describes his craft as
"a hobby and a passion all in
one."

The fireworks display will be held after the 7 p.m. concert, Shaking the
Foundation: A concert on the Quad.

BUY RECYCLED.

A M D SAVE.
When you buy products made from recycled materials,
recycling keeps working To Ilnd out more, call 1-800-CALL-EDF
vvlc. I n l i ] The Ohio Dept. of
ftp/ E ¥ 7 f Natural Resources
George V. Voioovitl

Depression
is an illnessnot a weakness.
TREAT DEPRESSION

Pepitone not only feels the "Artist" will not interfere
with Friday's activities, but will actually add to the
excitement of Welcome Week.
"It's kind of cool. What other college can have a
Wright State University'
concert (on the Quad), fireworks
welcome week
and Prince on the same day."
activites on Sept. "It's kind of cool. What other college
said Pepitone.
19, will now be
I can have a concert (on the Quad),
Chris Eilcrman, Director of
shared with The
Union Activities Board, hopes
fireworks and Prince on the same
Artist Formerly
people will still come to Friday's
Known As Prince
day."
-Stacy Pepitone
activities even though the "Artwhen he appears in

ist" will be in town.
concert at WSU's Ervin J. Nutter Center.
"There's not really much we can do to adjust, but I
According to Staci Pcp;'.one, Student Union program
manager and coordinator of Welcome Week, the Artist think the concert prices helped us out the most." said
formerly known as Prince will not have a damaging Eilcrman.
Pepitone thinks there will still be plenty of people
effect on F'iday's fesivities.
"1 don't think it's going to be very competitive. It's attending the concert and fireworks on the Quad.
"It's going to be very fun." said Pepitone. "People are
not a student-only concert. I hope whoever dosen't choose
to go to the concert, will come check Welcome Week bending over backwards to make the evening a positive
experience."
out," said Pepitone.
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I t claims good people.
TREAT DEPRESSION
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Heart
Medical miracles American
Association.
start with research

Benefits of Walking
A regular walking program can:
• Increase tntrgy
Tone
• Tonemuscles
muscles • Reduce risk for heart
stamina
• Improve self image Increase
• Increase
slam attack and stroke A
• Relieve tension

\ THE SATURDAY SHUTTLE
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Prince added to Welcome Week
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By MELANIE GLASS
News Editor

HAMILTON HALL
WOODS/OAK HALL
VILLAGE APT. 2030
WOODS/TINE HALL
FOREST LANE/SYCAMORE
FOREST LANE/ZINK ROAD
COLLEGE PARK
MEUER
OFFICE DEPOT
MALL AT FAIRFIELD COMMONS
(FOOD COURT ENTRANCE)

n

6:15
7:30
*9:00
6:20
7:35
*9:05
6:25
7:40
*9:10
7:45
6:30
*9:15
6:35
7:50
*9:20
6:40
7:55
*9:25
6:45
8:00
*9:30
6:50
8:0S
7:00
8:15
7:20
8:35
•DROP' OFF ONLY

Cost is $1.00 one way. Exact fare is required.
Shuttle Ls wheelchair accessible.
For more shuttle information, call the Parking and Transportation Depai tment's
Help Line. (775-5692) Help Line Hours are:
8 am - 10 pm Monday thru Friday
10 a m - 10 p m S a t u r d a y a n d Sunday

Good luck on your
first day of fall
..-v quarter,

I&BMIWI
would like to wish
all of its readers a
great '97-98
school year.

m

Send editorial comments to:
The Guardian
W016C Student Union
Wright State University
Dayton, OH 45435
(FAX:775-5535)

Wright State i'mvenUy

Sept. 17, 1997
Issue No. 1 Vol. 33
Editor In Chief - Alexis Larsen
News Editor - Melanie Glass
Spotlight Editor - Anthony Shoemaker
Opinions Editor • Craig Napier
Sports Editor - David Seaman
Chief Photographer - Mark Mowroy
Copy Editor - Sara Gwirt2
Business Manager Advertising Manager - Shawn Rubles
Ad Graphics Manager - Sebastian Nester
Human Resources Manager Circulation Manager - Ken Hines
Assistant News Editor • Amy Pryor

What's the most important
thing you've learned in college?

.Christina Hclmcr
Junior. Mcdical Technologies
"Rumors and the stereotype that you were in
high school no longer apply. You can start
with a new mature crowd of people."

Qnoriodc Evwurajjf ,
Senior. Political Science

Adani Williams
Senior. Environmental Science

"Don't put off today what you can do lomorrow. Do things right the first time, so you
won't be on the five year program.

"How to be a diverse person. That's one of
the hardest things to learn: learning to adapt
to different situations.

Administrative Assistant Advertising Reps - John Balh. Joe Jessup
Staff Writers -Emily Acosta. TiHany Brown,
jenniler Strasser, Sean T. Thatcher.
Staff Photographers - Matthew Hudson,
Christopher Limbert
Technology Supervisor-Jason Sanders

Faculty Advisor - Jetf John
Student Media Coordinator - Jerry Petrak

Chokkalingam Natarajan
Graduate. Computer Science
The Guardian is primed weekly during ihe
regular school year. H is published by students of "Finding friends and being in peaceful surWright Stale University in Dayton. Ohio. Editoriroundings. It really matters in what environals without bylinesreflectthe majority opinion of
mcnt you place yourself."
the editorial board. Views expressed in columns,
cartoons and advertisements are those of the writi. artists and advert„~TS.
The Guardumreservesthe right to censor or
reject advertising copy in accordance with any
present or future advertising acceptancc rules established by The Guardian. Alt contents contained herein are the express property of The
Guardian Copyright privileges revert to the writers. artists, and photographers of specific works
after publi. Jtion The Guardianreservesthe right

Jason Crabtree
Senior. Motion Pictures
"Buy your parking pass early. That's about
all I've learned."

Taira
Sophomore. Political Science
"You've got to keep things light, and not get
too involved. Don't worry yourself with
books, they arc important but don't smoke
crack over them."

Letters to the Editor
•The Guardian encourages ietlers to
the editor and commentary pieces
from students, faculty, administ rators
and staff
Letters should be typed, have the
writer's printed full name, address,
daytime phone and class standing (if
applicable)
'Deadline for submissions is 5 p.m. on
the Friday preceeding the next issue
Letters should be kept to 300 words or
fewer
All letters are subject to editing for
;pacc and content
•Letters which duplicate others may be
omitted
•When responding to another letter,
refer to the date and headline
•Quotes that cannot be confirmed will
not be used

Guardian Phone Numbers
Advertising- 775-5537
Fax:775-5535
News: 775-5538
Editor in Chief - 775-5540
Sports / Features- 775-5536
s ^ 5 "font

Shawna Evans
Sophomore. Accounting

Jessica Harman
Junior. Marketing
"If you don't know, ask!"

"It's where you begin to grow and learn. It's
where you find out where your future's going. and even though you set goals, life
changes." t>
enanges.

Only one thing for sure — <x
different story from every student
Many people spend lots of money and
ltime
i m a iattending
i f A n r l i n n college. Some go
o n to
t o npririvate schools and others public. However,
one thing is the same — they all have a
story to tell about what the "key" is to
making it through school.
Is it the old. you must study two hours
for every hour in class. Or maybe it is the
much maligned, avant-garde bottom of
the bar stool philosophy.
No matter which ones you have been
exposed to it seems that flexibility is the
key.
Yes. strong organization skills are beneficial. but organization won't cut it when

the computer burps on your term paper a
H
n nprior
r i n r Ito
n iits'
l c 1 grading.
a r r i H i n o It
fl is
iv someone
o\m»*nn»* w
ho
day
who

is flexible enough to take his/her lump,
bare down on the magic keys and retype
the paper at breakneck speeds.
It is the person who isn't so rigid when
a new idea, or perception comes to them
that they run for cover. It is the person who
can learn from other cultures and be flexible enough to venture outside their safety
zone.
Flexibility isn't and end all to your
college problems. However, it is a start to
adapting to your college problems.
Above all, understand that their arc

many different paths in life, and evei
everyone's
ilessons L
. . U value ffor
T U n life
I
n .
hold
you. The
you
lead may be vastly different from the
person sitting next to you in Political
Science, but their incites might be dead
on.
That is the last point of flexibility.
Professors, the library and books arc
not the only teachers at Wright State. It is
up to each student to decide wether or not
they will accept the alternate education
going on around campus.
However, those who do usually come
away with a well rounded, useful, and
yes, even flexible education.

WEDNESDA r.

SIPTCMSIK
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we walk and tlhe wrong turns we take
Somewhere between what we are
(aughl and what we see for ourselves lies our definition of
happiness, our definition of what it means to live well.
I think everyone is searching for a life where they arc
happy. In the seven years since I've graduatedfromhigh school
I have worked in factories, in construction, at the local gas
station and yes, I've written for newspapers. I've attended
several schools and lived in two different states. Been broke,
made a lot of money. Lived in squalor like a king, but I've
always kept looking for my ideal situation.
Last year I left school burnt out, tired and broke. I had the
opportunity to put all my energies into a band. A dream that I
have had since I was five years old seemed like the perfect shot
at happificss.
Much to my chagrin, the lifestyle surrounding band life, the
poverty in trying to be artistic and the eventual love-loss left my

the dreams may be different but romantic ideals are the same
It is this search for the "ideal'' that gets us bogged down in relationships that
arc going nowhere, at the bottom of a bottle or caught in the grips of one or more
dream
of the plethora of illegal substances available today. All this trying to escape a
shambles.
ailed attempt at your perfect world.
However, 1 wouldn't
I'm not saying give up your dreams or quit trying things you've
take back a second of the
wandered about. I'm saying do it now. while you're
life I led. or the decision I
rowing and educating yourself and
made. I learned a great
fore you attach yourlesson about my personal
______
^self to the
limits.
commitI will always remcm- B y C r a l g N a p i e r
ment of a career or a family.
ber the Ume fondly, but 1
Seek out your dreams but don't set
have to admit the romantic view I had in my head about band
them in the stoneof the "ideal." Let them fly in ti
life was far from the reality.
breeze
and only plant them after you've taken all
My situation isn't so unique, but I'm sure tiiere are many
who have vastly different hopes and dreams than I. However. the wrong turns.

letter to the editor

Welcome to WSU—the sunshine
Welcome back to returning students, and to new students: Congratulations on choosing an excellent institution of higher learning. I
am writing to encourage all of you to
get involved in campus life during
your time here. As a former representative in Student Government and
as a student appointed to the WSU
Board of Trustees, I often hear students complain that there is no campus life here, about parking, tuition
or library hours. Don't be a complained If you perceive a problem,
get involved to try to solve it. Students have an incredible amount of
power here, holdi ng seats on almost
every committee at the University
and College levels. Try your wings

at being achange agent. It is better to
practice those skills now than in
your workplace later. Any leadership experience you gain now will
help you in your future endeavors.
I will concede that parking this
Fall might be problematic due to
growing pains. Our library hours
and services, though are comparable
to or better than any of our peer
institutions. Our tuition has i ncrcased
over the years, and will continue to
do so. In order to keep tuition affordable for Ohio residents, we must
communicate with our legislators in
Columbus. If the money doesn't
come from us, it will have to come
from inc iased funding from the
state. Even current levels of funding

and pick up a ~
" ^ f c o p y of the Inter Club
Council Calendar. There is an organization for every interest. Studies
have shown that college students
who arc involved in campus activities are more likely to be successful.
Wc have outstanding fitness facilities in the Student Union and in the
Nutter Center. We have many sports
teams to support, and we can attend
sporting events for free. Have you
been to a basketball game? They're
fun. Intramural sports are a great
way to meet people and have fun.
You haven't lived until you have
played inner tube water polo. We
have Greek organizations. Take an
HPR class like canoewill write yet another lucid letter-to-thc-editor complaining ing or diving or fencaboui how horrendous the parking situation is and stating
ing. Try rappclling with
defiantly "... someone oughta do something about it. I got
the Army ROTC. The
rights."
The administration types will yet again try to convince us Artist Series brings nathat the adminstration "puts the student first." But for the tional acts to our camofficial story, sec Dr. Flack's coronation speech (if you don't pus at very reasonable
remember the coronation, don't worry, you only need to
remember that they bumped the student-organized October- perfected this method and now hold their power ir iron grips.
Daze from its traditional date for it). If you read it carefully, (I know, I know, revolutionary rhetoric has been so
you'll notice his priorities "trustees, faculty, students and marginalized andridiculedthat it is now conveniently constaff..," Whether right or wrong, the student's needs are sidered passee. But I like it)
Bulletin boards will continue to disappear. This will be
addressed only after they' ve addressed the needs and whims of
done under the guise of professionalism and/or keeping
the trustees and faculty.
Someone willrealizethat we don't have a semi-pro foot- "hate mail" from being illegally posted. In reality, they're
ball team at WSU and try to convince us that we need to spend just stepping on your ability to reach your fellow students.
But it's good to be back. No Ireallymean it For all my
millions to buy a "home" team for "the good of student
cynicism, WSU is a good and effective school. I state that
morale." Rah, Rah, Rec.
The mildew culture in the men's shower room will con- categorically because I've found most large organizations
tinue to threaten the faucet before its quarterly cleaning.
(commercial, educational and governmental) to be similar.
Student Governmentrepresentativeswill be slow to realize So polish youreffectiveness while you're here, get involved,
that their transitory nature usurps any power they may believe make your presence known. Figuring out how will be one of
(or have been told) they officially have. After 6 months in the most useful lessons you can leam at this institution. And
"office" they will realize that trying toresolveproblems in a if you feel hypocritical or you're afraid you' 11 make mistakes,
mature fashion at a state bureaucracy like WSU takes decades don't worry, anybody I've ever met was a hypocrite and, in
and so they will give up and just milk their stipend. My advice, four years nobody wiil remember you, let alone your misif you want to get something done, is to utilize and abuse your takes.
immaturity (it's fair because the administration types
As for me. I'm going to focus on getting my degree and
certainly will), 1 suspect you'll be much more effective. getting out
Use your unofficial power. Remember, it is the obligaSincerely. Dan Kien
tion of youth to challenge the status quo and demand the
Senior, Electrical Engineering
right to share power. Alsoremember,the early "boomers"

and the shade

Well I'm back at Wright State again. You probably don't
recall, but my slow and somewhat erratic path to a bachelors
degree took about 15 years. I don'trecommendthis approach
unless your only alternative is no path. If need be borrow
whatever it takes to buy auseful degree as quickly as you can.
I probably won't follow this "advice. Once again I'll be
pursuing my degree part-time, at night. You could call it
hobby work. Anyway, I'm back and my time on campus
sometimes gives me a slightly different perspective (which I
intend to share of course) than you might have. I suppose not
much will Iiave changed over the last couple of years.
Tuition will go up. justified by fictitious, self-serving or
just plan stupid arguments. "Increasing tuition will not
reduce enrollment," we have a study that proves this. "The
poor will not suffer because we will have more money for
financial aid" (and, of couse, more debt for those that can ill
afford it). Or. my favorite, "WSU must increac tuition
because other Ohio colleges have and we must remain..."
mediocre. What a progressive collage (not sic!, or is it?).
Educate the masses hell, we need to maximize income so I
can fund my pet project
Yet another building will be constructed with a totally
useless facade Something else to thank the efficient benevolent dictators for as I put my umbrella away and try to get in
the door as quickly as possible.
Some brilliant,
prioritized rebel

are threatened by the need to^p» fund primary and secondary education. If
we continue to idly complain, we
may find ourselves priced out of
higher education entirely. Keep in
mind that even with increases in
tuition we are getting a huge bargain, as compared with rates at private institutions. We have highly
qualified, interesting and dynamic
faculty members who care about
students and are also actively involved in exciting research.
Students have a wealth of opportunities to get involved in campus
life. If you don't believe me, stop by
the Office of Student Life in W034

prices. Expose yourself to different
forms of artistic e xprcssion. Our theater and film departments have receivedrecognitionnationally. Check
out the music recitals and concerts
offered frequently by student and
faculty musicians. Attend Fall Fest
and May Daze. The Nutter Center is
always hosting conceits and shows,
not to mention being home to the
Bombers. Wc have the Mall at
Fairfield Commons and all the surrounding shopping and entertainment just around the comer. Meet
someonefromanother culture. I am
planning to visit one of my WSU
friends in India next year. Attend a
Student Government meeting. Get
to know some of the physically challenged students that add to the
uniqueness of our campus. They arc
inspiring. Write for the Guardian.
Be a DJ at WWSU. By all means,
talk to strangers. Don't wait for a
personal invitation, seek out the opportunities that arc at you fingertips.
I have only listed a few. Do something. But don't complain. Enjoy.
Lynn Rapp
Graduate Student, Nursing
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The Artist
Formerly Known
as Prince will rock the Nutter
Center Friday night as part of his
Jam of the Year Tour
By ANTHONY SHOEMAKER
Spotlight Editor
For the first time in more than a decade
The Artist Formerly Known as Prince is
coming to Dayton...and for the first time
ever, he's coming to Wright State.
The Artist will be at the Ervin J. Nutter
Center this Friday as part of his Jam of the
Year tour. The concert starts at 8 p.m.
Fans lined up as early as 10 a.m. last
Friday for tickets, 24 hours before they went
on sale. Within hours, $65 tickets in the
"Purple Circle' were sold out. There arc still
seats left ranging from $35-$45.
WSU's radio station WWSU 106.9 FM
will air two hours of Jf• Sept. 19 beginning at
1 p.m. It will be giving away CDs by <?•.
Since <$• is gracing us with his presence,
let's take a look back at what is one of the
greatest legends of modern music.
The Karlv Years
Prinze Roger Nelson was born
June 7,1958 in Minneapolis. His
passion for music began when he
started playing television theme
songs on the keyboard. One of
the tunes he played was the theme
to Batman. a superhero who
would return to Prince's life
years later to revive what critics said was a dead career.
He taught himself to play
more than 20 instruments

Graphic designed by Alexis Larsen

by car. At 13 he was fronting his band Grand
Central named after his high school. He later
changed the band's name to Champagne and
was writing all of its music.
Prince was given the chance to record a
few songs at a Minneapolis studio, major
record labels heard his tracks and were impressed. Warner Bros, gave the 19 year old a
record deal and the rest is history .
His first album For You was released in
1978. His next album Prince delivered his
first hit song "I Wanna Be Your Lover." He
was then given the opportunity to perform on
Dick Clark's American Bandstand .
His next album, I980's Dirty Mind, failed
to deliver a Top 40 hit. One year later he
released the album Controversy and was a
concert opener for the Rolling Stones.
Prince Rain.-;
In 1982 he released what many critics
today consider his best album, 1999. "Little
Red Corvette," the biggest single off the
album, reached #6 on the pop chart. Despite
releasing five albums before he

THE AMtOM
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the chaus. It was his first album since
was 25, nothing prepared him for
Purple Rain to spawn four Top 30
what was next.
hits ("Cream." "Diamonds and
Purple covered the music
Pearls" "Money Don't Matter 2
charts and movie box-offices
Night" and "Gett Off). "Cream"
around tuc U.S. as Prince released
was the only one to reach SI.
hisnv. vie and album Purple Rain .
In 1992. Prince signed a new
Pur/ilc Rain remains to this
contract with Warner worth $100
day Prince's most successful alnillion over six albums. Later thai
bum. It was his first album with
year he released^*. It was a modest
his new band. The Revolution.
hit having two Top 30 hits ("My
It sold a million copies within
Name is Prince" and "7").
days and was # I on the
In June 1993. Prince leBillboard album
gally changed his name
charts for 24
to
an unproweeks. the
nounceable symbol
fourth largest
mixing male and ferun ever for a
male symbols.
pop album.
In 1993 he rcPurple Rain
leased his greatest
gave Prince
• j
hits album which
his first two#I
«j.
wasthreeCDsconsingles. "When
taining his best
Doves Cry" and
songs and B sides.
"Let's
Go
The battle
Crazy." He even
won an Oscar for best score. The film grossed between Warner and continued as
Warner sought control of his master tapes.
S70 million.
After Purple Rain, he released Around The Artist accused Warner of stifling his
the World in a Day. "Raspberry Beret" be- creativity and he started appearing in
came his seventh Top 10 hit. The album public with the word "Slave" written on his
#1 for three weeks, it was the first face. In the summer of 1994, he released a
release on Prince'snew label. Paisley Park. single on another label. "The Most
In 1986, Prince released his second Beautiful Girl in the World" was a big hit
film Under the Cherry Moon which was for him reaching #3 in the U.S. and proved
a commercial and critical disaster. His he didn't need the media giant in his
album Parade (which contains music from comer.
He then released three albums. Come.
the movie) sold only 1.8 million copies.
"Kiss" off of Parade was his third #1 single. The Cold Experience and Chaos and Disorder.
Many critics said Gold was his best since
In 1987, The Black Album was not released because the artist or the label thought Sign V the Times . The other two vanished
the songs went too far. It is estimated more from the charts after a few weeks.
than 200,000 bootlegs were sold worldwide.
It was commercially released in 1994.
In the fall of 1996. he signed on with EMI
His next two albums. Sign 'O' the Times
and Love sexy, were both commercial disas- and released a triple CD called Emancipation.
At a going price of around S30, Ihe
ters. Love sexy was hisfirstalbum since 1981 's
Controversy to not produce a Top 10 single. album still managed to earn double platinum
status and thrusted back into the spotlight.
Many critics said his career was over.
In 1988. Warner Bros, asked Prince to This was also hisfirstalbum as a husband. He
contribute to the soundtrack of its upcoming married one of his backup singers Mayte
movie Batman . He accepted the offer and the Garcia.
They suffered the death of their infant son
success of the film and the soundtrack renewed his popularity. The first single from in October 1996.
Emancipation was hailed as a huge artisthe album. "Batdance." reached #1. Batman
was his first #1 album since Around the tic achievement. It includes "Betcha By Golly
Wow!,"
"Mr. Happy," "The Holy River,''
World in a Day.
His next album. Grafitti Bridge, con- and 32 other songs including "One of Us,"
tained music from his third feature movie the Grammy nominated song originally done
which only grossed $4.6 million. Prince sang by Joan Osborne.
This artist who once looked as though his
lead on only eight of the 17 tracks.
In 1991 he released his first album with career was dying in the late 80s came back
The New Power Generation. Diamonds and with a vengeance that will last well past
Pearls was a huge success. It went to #1 on 1999.
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Grammy winner coming to Wright State
B y A L E X I S E. L A R S E N
Editor in Chief

Just as B.B. King has come to
symbolize the blues, two-time
Grammy award winner Diane
Schuur has come to represent a
new era of jazz..
With the recent death of jazz
artist Ella Fitzgerald and other jazz
greats long gone, the New York
Times phrased it best when they
wrote, "Schuur has emerged as the
singer most likely to succeed in
carrying on the broad jazz-pop tradition of Ella Fitzgerald."
Schuur. who has appeared at
Carnegie Hall, the White House

Blige and
Co. hit WSU
By W i l f r e d L. L e e
For The Guardian

Mary J. Bl igc and company tore
it up at the Nutter Center Sept. 7.
The concert was on point from
start to finish with Dru Hill opening with "Sleeping in My Bed."
Their performance set the atmosphere for an exciting concert complete with light shows and special
effects. Ginuwine, Aaliyah, New
York's premiere DJ Kid Capri and
Bone Thugs-N-Harmony all were
magnificent, especially Aaliyah.
Aaliyah, the crowd favorite,
showed her vocal skills performing "One in a Million," "4 Page
Letter" and her latest "Hot Like
Fire" which was really hot. All of
these hits arc from her One in a
Million album. It's definitely a
must have for all you out there into
that slow funk type of R&E.
Also at the concert was Dcf
Jam's own DJ Kid Capri who
brought that popular New York
flavor and style of mixing, while
bringing some old-school beats
back to life as Ginuwine, who performed "Pony" and "I am sorry."
Then came the captivating Mary
J. Blige stealing more than just the
spotlight. I thought both her beauty
and show were breathtaking. She
showed the audience her stuff, performing "Reminisce," "You Bring
Me Jay" and "I'm Going to Cry."
That was just for openers. She
then took us into her world as she
broke out into her latest song "I can
Love You Better."
It was "You arc My Everything," another song from herS/iarf
My World ali.um, that was more
than enough to satisfy me. Mary is
definitely the Queen of Hip-Hop
Music and I'll be glad to share my
world anytime! That's the title of
her new album. Pick it up.

and on The Tonight Show , will he Dayton appearance which she is
adding Wright Slate to her list of eagerly anticipating.
engagements or "gigs" as she refers to them.
With a 3-1/2 octave range and
13 albums to her credit, many may
be familiar with Schuur's work. If
not. the Wright State Artist Series
is providing a prime opportunity
for students to get in touch with
their jazz roots. Schuur will be
appearing in the Student Union
Multi-Purpose room at 8 p.m. on
Sept. 27.
In a recent phone interview with
The Guardian, Schuur spoke passionately about the future of jazz,
its expansion and her upcoming

"I think the general public is
becoming more aware of the fact
that we're at a really exciting time
with jazz. I'm hoping with my
music that I can bring about more
awareness," said Schuur. "1 have a
feeling of gratitude to be able to
pass on the tradition of jazz, it's an
honor to be one of the chosen."
Expansion is what Schuur hopes
and expects will happen with jazz.
In a tradition so rich in history

Schuur emphasizes the importance
she places on not compromising
her music for what's popular at the
lime and keeping true to her craft.

See "Schuur"
continued o n p. 17.
When Sept. 27 at 8 p.m.
Where: SU Multi-Purpose Room
Tickets: $5 WSU students
$12 WSU (aculty/staft/seriiors
515 general public Box-Office »:
775-5544

It's not like
we'll give you
the answers.

JOB
: j | | , OPPORTUNITY
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Well...yes it is.
Standardized tests are predictable.
„ Understanding them is what Kaplan
is all about.

Let's facc it - working ai NCR Country Club is a great way to earn money,
because NCR Country Club has ihc flexibility lo work around your schedule.
If you go lo school, have kids al home, or just need lime for your daily activities,
NCR Country Club will work for you!
In addition lo having aflexiblework schedule. NCR Counlry Club employees
also enjoy additional benefits such as competitive wages, meal discounts,
limited golf privileges, staff developmental opportunities thai earn :i cash
bonus, referral bonuses, inccntive/recognilion awards, drug free aimosphere.
and friendly people in a beautiful working environment.

To f i n d t h e c l a s s n e a r e s t y o u ,
call today.

Call today to
register for
o u r FREE
Graduate
admissions
seminars!

expert teachers superior materials smart technology proven results

Don't delay - apply today. NCR Country C'lub is now hiring full-time and parttime people for: Dining Rc,;m Servers. Bartenders, and Banquet Servers.
Apply in person at NCR Counlry Club loeated al 4435 Dogwood Trail, off West
Stroop Road in Kettering. Ohio. Should you need further information on our
employment opportunities, please call Jennifer Numbers al (937)643-6947.

1-800 XAP-TEST
www.kaplan.com
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CAREER FAIR '97
S p o n s o r e d b y Career
Council,

Services,
Student

w i t h a s s i s t a n c e f r o m Wright

Government,

and Budget

Engineering

Board.

Wednesday, Octofoer-8,1997
Student Union Multipurpose Room
Sciences/Math/Computinq/Enginfeering
Business/Liberal Arts/Hurilan Services

9:00 a.m. -11:30 a.m.
1:00 p.m. -3:30 p.m.

Dress professionally and bring resumes!
Registration is not required.

Visit Career Services, 126 Allyn Hall, to register for fall on-campus recruiting.
Over 150 companies visit Wright State University to interview for co-op and entry level positions
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Curtain on Theatre season ready to rise
By BRIAN JOO
For The Guardian

two ill-fated lovers
^ers and
a destructive
father who
stands in their
he besl of the best" is what way.
Stuart McDowell, chair and artisNext up is the musical Chicago
tic director of Wright Slate's The- (Nov. 13-30) which has been called
atre Department, hails for the up- "the theatrical event of the year."
coming 1997-98 season.
Chicago won six Tony Awards
The firecracker of the lineup is this year.
the Broadway hit Chicago, a witty
"Chicago
is
and dazzling satire of fame and
what musical
justice th at won six Tony's for
. • Q ^ V theatre is all about,"
1997.
^ < a i d McDowell.
McDowell defines it as a v V V
This satire is set in the
"star spangled season
V 1920s and takes the viewer into
that features great
the world of Vaudeville wanna-bc
plays and m u sicals' ^ ,
Roxie Hart as she kills her lover,
about America."
The show features eye-dropping
The season kicks off with
The Heiress ( C ^ . a H A R L E M R E N A I S S A N
Tony winner in 1996. The play is costumes, dances and song.
based on Henry James' classic
For the third show of the season
novel Washington Square about WSU has lined up the world pre-

a love story set in the ravaged years
following the Civil War and is
based o l Edna Ferber's famous
novel.
The show unfolds during 40
mierc of The Harlem Renaissance in Black antl While (Jan. years tboard a Mississippi
22-Feb. 1. 1998).
rivcrbo.a. Featuring show-stopThe show depicts one of the ping musical numbers. Show Boat
proves why it is one of Broad way's
most inspirational
and creative times in * f j g f~\
favorites.
Show Boat opens
our country's history,
C V / 7,'the Harlem Renaissance. The
' S J ) * # May 14 and
play is "a collage of writing, music. art and dance" that was proport
duced during this amazingly artis- May 31.
"We
are
putting
on
some
of the
tic era.
The great American playwright most ambitious and well rounded
George Bernard Shaw iscelcbrated plays ever a id are very excited
next in WSU's production of his about the year," states Kopp.
only melodrama The Devil's
For ticket information call the
C E Disciple (Feb. 19-Mar. 1). theatre box office at 775-2500.
The show deals with "our preIndividua! ticket
conceived notionsabout religion
prices are: Sunday,
and social rigidity" as told in the
style of a handsomely proThursday and matinees, SI 1
($ 10 students and seniors); and Friduced romantic
day and Saturday, SI5 (SI2 stuthriller.
dents and seniors). Subscription
To close out
the theatre season is the five-time prices range from S40-S55; special
Tony winner Show Boat. This is rates for group sales are available.

SftCM BOAT
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JOB OPPORTUNITIES
ARE AS GOOD
AS GOLD IN
AIR FORCE ROTC
You can secure a position of leadership
a/tergraduation today. How? Join Air Force
ROTC. As you study and work toward graduation,
we'll get you ready for the responsibilities of an Air
Force officer.
Wo have 2, 3, and 4 year programs. So why
not start today. When graduation day arrives, you'll be
career ready and totally confident. To get started,
contact your Air Force ROTC Detachmenl^
at 775-2730 or visit us at the Fredrick A.
White Health Center, Room 232.
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HAMLET ( 7 0 M M )
J E R U S A L E M < «
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1913 to flood
Victoria
In addition to the mainstage
shows in the Festival Playhouse.
WSU will be restaging the final
presentation of 1913: The Great
Dayton Flood at the Victoria
Theatre in Downtown Dayton.
The show will run Sept. 1921.
Flood is an award-winning
play and was performed at the
K nnedy Center in Washington, D.C.
According to Department of
Theatre Arts Promotions Manager Kristin Kopp, a new scene
will be added for this performance actually depicting the
rising water by flooding the
stage "through the magic of the
theatre."
Tickets are $20, $ 18 for seniors. For tickets and information call the Victoria Theatre at
(937)228-3630.

(photo courtesy of Theater Dpt.)
Brian Hall as Samuel
Blackburn in 1913: The Great
Dayton Flood.

"Schuur"

continued from p. 16.
"So much of what we do any way is
a crap shoot, you never know what
the public is going to do." This
gambling philosophy has paid off
with Schuur being referred to as
"the new first lady of jazz."
Schuur has performed across
the globe from South America to
Israel explaining that her concerts
give her "a sense ofjoy, a sense of
belonging, a sense of home... a
homecoming when I can spread
love out to an audience and get it
back tenfold."
The New York Post wrote of an
Academy of Motion Pictures Arts
and Sciences Benefit performance
she gave. "To put it mildly, Schuur
blew the place away. The room
shook. The evening came alive."
This ability to be so in touch
with others can be heard both i n her
music and in her spirited perspectives. Schuur explains, "As long as
there's life and breath on the planet
there will be jazz. It's the language
of the heart." Sing it sister.
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Gett Off

WWSU 106.9 FM is going crazy with
2 hours of ^ beginning at 1 p.m.
Friday, Sept. 19. Listen for the
chance to win CDs by The Artist
and other stuff by the Purple
)ne

AIR FORCE ROTC

ONE Y c r s i f O f t r r H E B O D Y
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Music department ready for new year
By ANGELIOUE R. CAMPBELL
For The Guardian
The Wright Scale University
department of music is off to a
busy start of the 1997-98 season.
There have been many changes
within the music department during the summer.
Sharon H. Nelson was chosen
as the interim chair of the music
department after the retirement of •
J. Alan Whiston
Nelson, an associate professor
of music, started at WSU in 1975
as an adjunct faculty member and
accompanist. She received her

Master's degree in music education from WSU in 1981.
Another change within the department involves membership in
the Pep Band. For the first time,
membership in the Pep Band is
being awarded on audition basis.
"The Pep Band is going to be
smaller, with more of a jazz and
rock focus." said Shelly Jagow,
assistant professor of music.
While there arc nearly 700 students involved in the department
of music. Kathic Barbour emphasized the importance of new student participation
"We encourage all students,

WSU Students get $3.00 off
All day tanning per session.
95 E. Dayton-Yellow Springs Rd.
For more info call: 8 7 9 - 7 3 0 3

regardless of their major, to become involved in our ensembles."
said Barbour, administrative assistant for the music department.
Private lessons are also available to non-music majors.
During the first week of classes
an audition sheet for lessons will
be posted at M2I9 in the Creative
Arts Center.For more information
concerning the music ensembles,
programs and courses contact the
department of music at 775-234t).
Hank Dahlman rehearses the
Wright State University Madngal
Singers.
photo courtosy ol WSU music dpt

Calendar of Fall
Concerts

(For tickets call the box-office
at 775-5544)
Nov. 9: Guest Recital. Robert ;
Munns, organist. 4 p.m.. Con- i
cert Hall, tree.
Nov. 14: University Wind Symphony, 8 p.m.. Concert Hall, admission: $8, $4 students. WSU
staff/faculty, senior citizens.
Nov. 21-22: Holidays in the
Heartland, all WSU Choirs, 8
p.m., Shilob Church, 5300 Philadelphia Ave., Dayton, admission: $8. $4 students. WSU
staff/taculty. senior citizens.
Nov. 24: University Chamber Orchestra and University/Community Orchestra, Concert Hall, admission: $8, $4 students, WSU
staff/faculty, senior citizens.

611 W. , V
born, OH 4532*4

S

(937) 878-^595

j-t>ur choice
J~or a ( j u a l l C y tattoo'
Autoclave Sterilization, Brand New Needles. Bright
Permanent Colorsl 1.000s of designs or bring your own!

Nov. 25: University Jazz Band,
8 p.m Concert Hall, »ree.

.. http://member5.aolcomlcatattoolmvAf'ndex.htm.
ROUTE #1

11:30
11:40
11:50
12:00
12:10
12:20
12:30
12:40
12:50
1:00
1:10
1:20
1:30
1:40
1:50

ROUTE#2

11:35
11:45
11:55
12:05PM
12:15
12:25
12:35
12:45
12:55
1:05
1:15
1:25
1:35
1:45
1:55

Ml Campus Shuttles End At 6PM Fridays.

LOT 20 NUTTER STU. U
6:45
6:50
6:55
7:05
7:10
7-15
7:25
7:30
7:35
7:45
7:50
7:55
8:05
8:10
8:15
8:25
8:30
8:35
8:45
8:50
8:55
9:05
9:10
9:15
9:4.5
9:30
9:35
9:45
9:50
9:55
10:05 10:10
10:15
10:25 10:30
10:35
10:45 10:50
10:55
11:05 11:10
11:15
11:25 11:30
11:35
11:45 11:50
11:55
12:05 12:10
12:15
12:25 12:30
12:35
12:45 12:50
12:55
1:05
1:10
1:15
1:25
1:30
1:35
1:45
1:50
1:55
2:05
2:10
2:15
2:25
2:30
2:35
2:45
2:50
2:55
3:05
3:10
3:15
3:25
3:30
3:35
3:45
3:50
3:55
4:05
4:10
4:15
4:25
4:30
4:35
4:45
4:50
4:55
5:05
5:10
5:15
5:25
5:30
5:35
5:45
5:50
5:55
6:05
6:10
6:15
6:25
6:30
6:35
6:45
6:50
6:55
7:05
7:10
7:15

MiU-ETT
7:00
7:20
7:40
8:0C
8:20
8:40
9:00
9:20
9:40

LOT 2U NUTTER
7:25
7:30
7:45
7:50
8:05
8:10
8:25
8:30
8:45
8:50
9:05
9:10
9:25
9:30
9:45
9:50
10:05 10:10

STY, U, MILLET
7:35
7:40
7:55
8:00
8:15
8:20
8:35
8:40
8:55
9:00
9:15
9:20
9:35
9:40
9:55
10:00
10:15 10:20

Dec. 10-14: Madrigal Dinner.

RIDE THE
CAMPUS
SHUTTLE!

tiUII£BSTUaENTE.QBESTCOLLEGEVILLAGEWOODSMILLETTLOT20
CENTER UNION

/
/

8:05
8:20
9:05
9:20
10:05
10:20
11:05
11:20
12:05
12:20
1:05
1:20
2:05
2:20
3:05
3:20
4:05
5:05
6:05
7:05
8:05
9:05

/
/

8:10
8:25
9:10
9:25
10:10
10:25
11:10
11:25
12:10
12:25
1:10
1:25
2:10
2:25
3:10
3:25
4:10
5:10
6:10
7:10
8:10
9:10

LANE
7:15
7:30
8:15
8:30
9:15
9:30
10:15
10:30
11:15
11:30
12:15
12:30
1:15
1:30
2:15
2:30
3:15
3:30
4:15
5:15
6:15
7:15
8:15
9:15

PARK
7:20
7:35
8:20
8:35
9:20
9:35
10:20
10:35
11:20
11:35
12:20
12:35
1:20
1:35
2:20
2:35
3:20
3:35
4:20
5:20
6:20
7:20
8:20
9:20

7:30
7:45
8:30
8:45
9:30
9:45
10:30
10:45
11:30
11:45
12:30
12:45
1:30
1:45
2:30
2:45
3:30
3:45
4:30
5:30
6:30
7:30
8:30
9:30

7:35
7:50
8:35
8:50
9:35
9:50
10:35
10:50
11:35
11:50
12:35
12:50
1:35
1:50
2:35
2:50
3:35
3:50
4:35
5:35
6:35
7:35
8:35
9:35

7:50
8:05
8:50
9:05
9:50
10:05
10:50
11:05
11:50
12:05
12:50
1:05
1:50
2:05
2:50
3:05
3:50
4:05
4:50
5:50
6:50
7:50
8:50
9:50

f

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
3:55
/

4:55
5:55
6:55
7:55
8:55
9:55
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Summer movies make contact
As another action-packed summer movie season comes to an
end, aliens, dinosaurs and presidents have proven their boxoffice power while The Caped Crusader and Free Willy no

3ATMAN
1 HOBIN

M E N IN
BLACK

longer possess the money-making power they once enjoyed.
The Sci-Fi comedy Men in Black pulled in nearly $240 milium alio ving it to surpa
predicted top-grosser Steven Spielberg's The ^
" ' ' " J ' 1 - . . . . B . Friend-.
The biggest surprise of the summer was Julia Roberts slccpcr-hu My Best Fnend.
Wedding. Hopefully with the blockbuster success of that film and the mild success of her
other summer film Conspiracy Theory. Roberts has gotten her career back m order
However, with Mel Gibson co-starring. Theory was not the hit it should have
been. Competition from Air Force One definitely played a part in that.
Academy Award winner Nicholas Cage (Uaving Las
) proved he ?
not only a good actor but can draw crowds to the theater. Hisfilmshacc
Off and Con Air were both top 10 summer hits.
Disney, which was banking on its much-hyped Hercules to be its
"
summer blockbuster was
Top 10 movies of Summer '97 actually more successful
(dollarfiguresin millions
with its live-action version
As of Sept. 7
of George of the Jungle
1-Men in Black
S237.3
siarring Brendan Fraser which should gross more than SI00 million.
2.The Lost World: Jurassic Park. 228.2
The summer of 1997 also had its share of failures, more than most years enjoy, the most
3.Air Force One
159.3
significant being Batman A Robin . Yes. $ 107 million is a good gross for most movies, but
4.My Best Friend's Wedding
120.3
not
for a Batman flick. Speed 2 was also a huge failure.
. . .
it t
5. Face/Off
Other failures from the season include grumpy old men Walter Matthau and Jack
6.Batman& Robin
10'°
100 3
Lcmmon's O t f f o & a . the gangster film Hoodlum. KM: The Conqueror . Shaq s Steel and
7. Con Air
8. George of the Jungle
96.6
the long-awaited Free Willy 3: The Rescue . Okay maybe long-awaited is pushing i.
9 6 2
9. Contact
.. . I
If the summer movie season of 1997 will be remembered for anything i will be
14
10. Hercules
91.4
®
skyrocketing ticket prices and enough action movies to make Clint Eastwood want to make

m£*M<xwYsmem$:
Guardian graphic by Anthony Shoemaker Source. 1 • J
Exhibitor Relations Co inc. | romantic comedies.

^

tN Ttfe

SSSB*

loverboy
5413 Burich-rat Road
254-0762

Sept 21st-Sunday. • Thomas Cloud Park-Huber Heights • Starts: 11:00 AM • Tickets - $18.00 Advance - $22.00 D.O.S.
•Proceeds to Benefit The Aaron Purcell Memorial Scholarship Fund
* ' • M k M r c M M i t Hat U M M7.054-0173. T k k H i avaMMc at M c O a * y ' « am*
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Moore's G.I. Jane deserves dishonorable discharge
G.I. JANE

**

"Failure is not an option," states
the heading under the title of G.I.
Jane. It's a shame the film crew
did not live up to their own claim.
Not that the film is a total failure,
but it definitely missed a real opportunity to make a bold point.
Thefilmfollows Naval intelligence officer Lt. Jordan O'Neil
(Demi Moore) as she attempts to
become the first woman to enter
the ranks of the Navy SEALs. She
is sponsored by tough-as-nails U.S.
Sen. Lillian DeHaven (Anne
Bancroft in a piercingly steely performance) whose political maneuvers shake the predominantly all

G.I. Jane was very
male halls of government
government.
Fllm
entertaining. The dehuO'Neil now must face
Review
manizing and merciless
the most demanding traintraining segments in the
ing regimen in all the mili
milifilm are some of the finest ever.
tary.
All seemingly docs not bode They arc handled with the expert
well for our well-intentioned hero- craftsmanship of director Ridley
ine. but wait... this is Hollywood Scott (Blade Runner).
Also the performances of
we're talking about. With all of
our government's sacred cows sit- Bancroft and Viggo Mortensen as
ting in Washington puffing away the SEALs' Master Chief John
on their cigars hoping, no, know- Urgayle bring a strong sense of
ing that she has no chance to sur- force and importance to the film.
vive the grueling camp, O'Neil
turns the tables on them.
By the way, the title of G.I.
refers to an Army acronym not one
dealing with the Navy SEALs.
Who's paying attention anyway?

As for Moore's performance all I
can really come up with is, "overkill."
Thefilmis very entertaining at
many points but with the failed
ending and the one-sided performance by Moore, I was not won
over. She did her homework for
the role in the physical sense.
She was as rock hard physically as her performance was. Too
bad that was not a good thing Lt. Jordan O'Neil (Moore) clashes
with a fellow officer (Mortensen)
(Brian Joo).
in G.I. Jane.

Delta Tau Delta Fraternity

What if bugs were one of us?

Guillermo Del Toro (Cronos)
doesn't develop that plot.
Overall Mimic is a good horror
Success turns into tragedy in
Academy Award winner Mira flick.
Sorvino plays a great scientist
Sorvino's science fiction thriller
which shows she can play an intelMimic.
ligent
human unlike her roles in
Sorvino (Mighty Aphrodite )
plays Dr. Susan Tyler who devel- RomyandMichele's High School
ops a species to kill off the carrier Reunion and Mighty Aphrodite .
It' s the type of mo vie that keeps
of an epidemic in New York City.
The species is designed to die you on the edge of your seat and is
unpredictable,
unlike Scream.
within six months but does not.
I recommend Mimic to any sciThree years later the species
comes back to haunt the NYC sub- ence-fiction/ horror movie fan
ways and "mimics" its human prey. (Dave Seaman).
Susan and Peter team up with a
MTAcop(A Time to Kill's Charles
S. Duttra), and an CDC assistant
(Flirting with Disaster's Josh
r Friday, Sept. 19 at 1
Brolin) as they hunt for the species
p.m. on WWSU 106.9 FM
and attempt to kill them.
Listen f o r the
The movie has many plots inc h a n c c to w i n
cluding the obvious "bug" probC D s and other
lem.
stuff f r o m T h e
it also goes deeper as Tyler, the
mother of the species, can't conceive one of her own.
The problem is that director
MIMIC

ATA

Wright State University's
Newest Fraternity

, 2 hours of

%

Artist!

U/U/SU

FACTORY WORK
Now accepting applications. Great
opportunities in all levels of employment. Full
or part time positions. Flexible with school
schedule. Apply in person at Ali Industries, Inc.
611 Yellow Springs-Fairfield Road, Fairborn.
convenient access from Rt. 235 and 1-675.
SMO KE AND DRUG FREE ENVIRONMENT

The International Fraternity of Delta Tau Delta is looking for
Founding Fathers.
Those men selected will combine a rich tradition with a
brand new direction and brotherhood at
Wright State University.
Being a Delt ensures membership in one of America's most
active and progressive fraternities.

In T b ' Mall at Fairfield Commons

WELCOMES BACK
WRIGHT S T A T E STUDENTS!
• Redeem this COUPON for a FREE
Chick-Fil-A Chicken Sandwich •

hjHJBLHLHUBLMLMLHI Ht M

Information Table at the Quail, Allen, and Student Union
October (>-10, 13-10
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
l o r more information call 1 / 8 0 0 / D H I S XL
Or visit us on the web www.delts.ort*

I
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Talk Show's new album not much to talk about

lots' form with
"Ring
Twice,"
grindingchordswith
a sly vocal style
complete with amTalk Show
biguous lyrics.
• 1
The band is apparently unafraid
When musicians venture out of comparisons to the aforemenfrom one musical project to the tioned, yet gravely afraid of fresh
next, the resulting sound is usually and original songwriting.
A plea for ecological considerdifferent for multiple reasons. One
listen to Talk Show's debut single ation is heard in thesomewhatclev"Hello Hello" and there's no doubt erly penned "Peeling An Orange."
as to who could be at the door. The "Wash Me Down" is another avgentsinStoneTempIc Pilots(Dean enue of Talk Show's sonic renderDeLeo. Robert DeLeo and Eric ing very similar to the now tradeKretz) apparently needed some- mark STP eclectic lounge apthing todo between Scott Weiland's proach.
A slight glimpse of uniqueness
rehab stints.
This "new" band offers only a can be heard in the slow and parslight difference in sonic output tially flowing track "Behind."
Unfortunately, it may as well
with the introduction of Dave
Coutts, formerly of 10-lnch Men, be omitted from the disc as a sea of
boredom and
uninspiring
on vocals.
The album starts in typical Pi- musicscape surround, sink and

drown
it
into
oblivion.
There is one thing
i hat blatantly stands
jut on Talk Show's
tcminal offering:
they can't make up their minds
about anything.
The album starts out up-tempo
with the all-too-familiar "mysterious" guitar patterns, then mulls
around in indecision towards the
middle and winds up with melancholy casualties.
Coutts doesn't seem to know
whether or not he is the new STP
singer, Layne Staley (Alice In
Chains) or a bad take-off of a classic rocker.
Is this the new STP or just another cover band? It is just virtually impossible to fathom the motivation behind this release other
than sheer boredom.
At least with Weiland's side

photo by John Eder

Robert DeLeo, Dean DeLeo, Dave Coutts and Eric Kretz of
Talk Show.
project (Magnificent Bastards), the
result was a new, worth while production.
Like most talk shows, little attention or money need be wasted
for this effort. (Jim Ingram).

r ^ '' S*
* M L S N E E D MOTORIST
ASSISTANCE?

2812 Colonel Blenn Hwy. across from
WSU, next to Chi Chi's
427-3338

More used textbooks!

CAMPUS
SHUTTLE
INFORMATION?

CALL 775-5692
PARKING AND
TRANSPORTATION
ASSISTANCE HELPLINE!
SUMMER HELP LINE HOURS:
8 AM - 7 PM MON.- THURS.
8 A M - 3 PM FRIDAY

Academically priced software!
WSUclothing and apparel!
Ail your back-to-school supplies!

Want $25,000+
for college?

Junkster's
debut a fresh
change

lunklter

Junkster
• **
Junkster's self-titled debut is
an outstanding combination of lush
vocals, lavish melodies and an
electronica-influenced rhythm.
This Dublin-based quintet presents an intoxicating and powerful
musical presence.
Listening to Junkster is an emotional experience.
The vocals soar and tremble
over a wave of guitar and electronic music. The lyrics to songs
such as "Mr. Blue" and "Liar" are
intense and passionate, while the
music is both classically beautiful
and rhythmic.
The key. to this band's uniqueness is its ability to fuse guitardriven alternative music with the
technology of clcctronica. Junkster
is saved from obscurity in both
genres of music by combining
them.
Junkster is certainly not the first
band to bring dance elements to
alternative music, but their debut is
definitely one of the more compelling discs of the year (Angelique
R. Campbell).

The Army Reserve can help you take a big bite out of
college expenses.
How?
If you qualify, the Montgomery GI Bill could provide you
with over $7,000 for college or approved vo/tech training.
Well also pay you over $107 a weekend to start. Training is
usually one weekend a month plus two weeks' Annual Training.
By adding the pay for Basic Training and skill training, youll earn
over $18,000 during a standard enlistment.
So, if you could use a little financial help getting through
school—the kind that won't interfere with school—stop by or call:

(513) 236-4811

BE ALL YOU CAN BE:

ARMY
RESERVE
www.goarmy.com

photo by Kevin Westenberg

Junkster

P

THINK YOU

GET PAID

FOR Y O U R
INTERNSHIP

Tkif fill'i best looking designer clothes at prices e*en a lowly college student con afford,

TJ-ffKDft

SEE WHAT'S NEW THIS WEEK

\
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SPORTS

mmsmm Women's soccer begin season on a roil
/elcome

time.
Wright State opened the scoring when Jones scored an unassisted
goal, her third on the season,
Despite playing much of the
As another year early schedule on the road, the
at 33:02.
I at Wright State be- Wright State women's soccer team
The Phoenix evened the score
gins, 1 feci the most has played well early this season.
at 1 -1 when Jessica Smith scored
I excited about this
at 44:00.
The Raiders opened the season
I one.
WSU regained the lead at 55:35
on Aug. 29 with a shutout win at
The fall sports Youngstown State 1-0.
when sophomore forward
1
are in full swing
Stephanie Monahan scored an unWSU played excellent defense
in one month the basketball as the Penguins only had three
assisted goal.
UWGB scored the last goal of
s begin practicing in prepara- shots on goal.
r
regulation play when Amy Quello
or their seasons begining Nov.
The only goal of the game ocscored at 65:00.
curred at 35:01 as Wright State
VSU has four new head sophomore midfielder Taryn Jones
Wright State won the game in
overtime when Sebastian scored at
;hes including Ed Schilling, scored an unassisted goal.
I'S basketball; Lisa Fitch,
111:08.
On Sept. 1 the Raiders fell to
Then the Raiders traveled to
nen's basketball; Hylton nationally ranked Maryland on the
Milwaukee, Wi on Sept. 14 where
es, men's soccer and Scott road 3-1.
they were shut out by Minnesota
gers, women's soccer.
The Raiders opened the scorphexo by Mart; Mowrcy
["here has already been a lot of ing as Jones scored at 3:32 with an
2-0.
Sophomore forward Stephanie Monahan dribbles past a
Wright State played tough deabout WSU basketball and it's assist from junior forward Heather
defender in the team's 3-1 loss to Xavier on Sept. 5
fense as the game was scoreless
September.
Ennemoser.
Schilling has done a great job
Marcy Sesbastian scored at 81:32. after the first half. The Gophers
Maryland responded less than back.
jiting and has been able to sign a minute later on an unassisted goal
Wright State won the game at broke the tie at 66:03 when Corrine
Monmouth jumped to an early
y outstanding players that will by forward Keri Sarver at 4:02.
lead when Tara Madagan scored at 105:14 when Sesbastian scored her Bender scored with an assist from
Kelly Shea.
this season.
second goal of the game.
The Terrapins extended their 22:01.
Shea also assisted on the final
|)n the women's side. Fitch has lead to 2-1 on Sarver's second goal
The Raiders fell to .500 when
The Hawks made it 2-0 at the
{ her assistants and the team of the game at 21:52.
75:32 mark when Tara Parsell Xavier defeated Wright State 3- goal of the game when Jennifer
Walek
scored at 84:55 to make the
>egin conditioning next week
lon
Sept.
5.
Sarver scored her third goal of scored with an assist from Kelly
>ne change to the Midwestern the game at 48:17 to make the fi- Wines.
WSU opened the scoring when final 2-0.
With the loss the Raiders fell
igiate Conference this season nal score 3-1.
The Raiders started their come- junior defender Tina Stonitsch
it Northern Illinois is gone.
On Sept. 3, WSU traveled to back as junior midfielder Jody scored on a penalty kick 46 sec- to 3-3 overall and 1-0 in conferTie Huskies have moved to the West Long Branch, NJ as the Raid- McCord scored an unassisted goal onds into the game, but the Mus- ence play.
Wright State begins a four
American Conference.
ers defeated Monmouth 3-2 in two at "*8:44 to cut the Hawks lead to keteers scored three straight goals.
is for the fall sports, this past overtimes.
The Raiders opened conference game home stand today at 5:30
2-1.
cend I attended the women's
The Raiders evened the score play on the road winning at Wis- hosting the Dayton Flyers.
The Raiders fell behind 2-0
:s match and the volleyball before mounting a furious come- at 2-2 when senior midfielder consin Green-Bay Sept. 12 in overlament.
must say that watching the
s team quite was exciting,
Chris Collins will be the new
Sherman CurTy, a 6-6 forward
believe that they work as hard By DAVE SEAMAN
On July 14, former women's
Sports Editor
basketball Head Coach Terry Hall from Wallace State Community play-by-play voice of the Raiders
.y other athlete at WSU.
's a shame that the students of
The Summer of 1997 brought passed away at her home in Salem, College in Selma, AL, became the and former Raider Jon Ramey will
second junior college player to be his color analyst.
J can't support the "smaller" many happenings to the athletic IN after battling ovarian cancer.
For select games Eric Ellis, a
While at WSU, Hall led the transfer to WSU.
s.
scene at Wright State.
Schilling added his final assis- member of the 1983 National
Raiders
to
a
61-130
record
and
in
ly wish for this year is to see
On June 13,
Championship team, will take
jmber of students increase at
men's basket- her career she had a 296-256 tant coach on Aug 26.
He also added Curry's coach at Ramey's place.
tic events including tennis,
ball Coach Ed record.
They replace Tom Michales
Wallace C.C.
/ball, women's basketball and
She was 53.
Schilling
and Ron Coleman.
July 24 saw women's soccer Otis Hughley to
ming and diving.
signed his first
The station also will broadcast
Iso, WSU's adopted hockey
junior college Head Coach Rob Klatte resign as his staff
the men's and five women's games
Women s
the Bombers, open their
player in Tony he accepted a job with Purdue Uniover
the world wide web at
ig camp on Oct. S.
Bualtrippc, a 6 versity of the Big 10 Conference. basketball Head
www.wone.com.
While coaching at WSU, he Coach
ic team has reorganized their
foot 2 shooting
On Sept 4. Marcus May. a 5
Fitch also added
compiled a record of 22-36-2.
gement and looks to improve
guard.
Hall
foot 10 guard out of Indianapolis
The team had its best season new coaches to
•ir 1996-97 attendance,
Just four
North
Central High School, veric first puck drops at the days after signing Bualtrippe, under Klatte last year when they her staff.
bally committed to WSU for the
Joining Lon Ramey
• Center on Oct. 17.
Schilling acquired a former player finished with a 11-10 record.
Scott Rodgers, a three year as- Collins will be Kim Jordan, a 1998-99 season.
for the Guardian, I'm back of his at UMass, Inus Norville.
Finally, over the summer
jther year and I have hired a
Norville, a 6 foot 9 1/2" for- sistant with the men's team was re- former Ohio Stale standout and
lat promises to bring you the ward/center will join the team for assigned women's head coach for Holly Sivcsind, sister of former former men's basketball coach Jim
Brown
accepted the head coaching
Raider
John
Sivcsind.
the
1997
season.
>ver*>ge of the Raiders in the the 1998-99 season.
With September comes a new position at Northmont High
The month of August brought
;ar. 1 hope that everyone has
On June 22, junior cheerleader
year and Go Raiders!!
Michelle Sabo was killed in a car WSU's basketball team two new broadcast team for WSU men's School.
basketball on WONE (980 AM)
faces from the same school.
I Next Time...
accident with her parents.

sack

By DAVID COBLE
Staff Writer

Summer of 1997 full of news at Wright State

m

ounmuui

RAIDER
CALANDER
MEN'S . A
S O C C E R rr:
o
WOMEN'S
SOCCER
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WED
17

THURS
18

Dayton
5:30

FRI
19

SAT
20

Canisius
<* CSU
5:00

Niagara

SUN
21

MON
22

TIES
23

<*csu
5:00

Evansville
4:00
Western
Kentucky

VOLLEYw
BALL
f

James
Madison

Georgetown Tournament
@ Bowling Green Invitational

M. TENNIS

Detroit
Canisius
Niagaria # <g> CSU

W. TENNIS

Wright
State
Invite.

CROSS
/
COUNTRY#

at Hawkeye
Intercollegiate
Tournament

GOLF

MEBUUmrS Game of the Week:

Homi' games in bold * MCC Game
# matches played & CSV

TODAY at 5:30

photo by Maxt Mc
Wright State women's tennis senior Patti Hoppe returns a
serve. The team won its season opener on Sept. 13. Please
see story below.

Women's Soccer vs.

Women's
tennis 1-0

NEW COMICS, BACK
ISSUES, COMPLETE
GAMING SELECTION, ANL
ROLL PLAYING MAGIC!

Welcome Back
Specials:

By DAVE SEAMAN
Sports Editor
The Wright State women's tennis team opened their season on
Sept. 13 with a convincing win
over Indiana University/Purdue
University at Indianapolis.
The team coming off a 13-11
season a year ago was looking to
begin the new season on a high
note.
The Raiders did jusi that with
a seven matches to two win over
the Metros.
The team was led by their two
seniors Patti Hoppc and Krista
Keller.
Hoppc defeated Jillian Horn in
two sets 6-0 and 6-2.
Keller also won in two sets defeating Lisa Richards 6-3 and 62.
The Raiders' two juniors split
their matches.
Anjali Mathur defeated Sara
Van Gesscl in teo sets, 6-3 and 62.
Junior Molly Davis was defeated by IUPUI's Heather Sykes
in three close sets.
In the first and third sets, the
two players went to tic breakers
in which Sykes won both.

see "Tennis"
continued on pg. 25.

• 10% O F F ALL
MERCHANDISE
W/ A V A L I D YVSU
I.D. E V E R Y D A Y

HI'.A VERCREEK:
NEW COMICS AND GAMING SUPPLIES
AT THE FAIRFIELD PLAZA LOCATION

• WEDNESDAYS20% O F F ALL USED B O O K S AT
THE YELLOW SPRINGS
LOCATION!

OVER 4 0 , 0 0 0 HAND-PICKED
FICTION/NON-FICTION USED BOOKS
COMICS/CARDS/MUSIC/ACCESSORIES

(1 MILE PAST MALL AT FAIRFIELD COMMONS)
427-3213
DRKSTRYS@AOL.COM

I

2 3 7 XENIA AVE.
767-9400

Show B a r

Dance Club

D a y t o n , Ohio

850 N. Main St.
LIVE IN C O N C E R T !

ekoostik hookah
•Thursday, September 25

SUNDA
"The Dance Club For

«9:30p.m.

-call For Tickets!

NO C O V E R WITH ID
C H E A P DRAFT B E E R
College Students!"

461-CLUB

WFDHESDA Y. SlFTZMSCfl 17. 1337

outhful Raiders struggle in tournament
DAVE BIDDLE
1 Writer
he Wright State University
len's volleyball team hosted
*Jike/FairfieId Inn Challenge
past weekend at the Nutter
er.
"he youthful Raiders, who arc
out the services of a single seon their roster, dropped two
eir three matches, but showed
they will be a scrappy team
fights each point to the end.
"he team opened the season
I seven consecutive road
:hes and entered the roundi toumey with a 3-4 record.
Playing your first seven away
I home is always difficult."
J Coach Steve Opperman said.
Vith that in mind, the Raiders
: right where they wanted to
s they welcomed Valparaiso,
; crn Illinois and Eastern Michij to town for the two-day Chal;e.
j Phe Raiders dropped their first
.e to the Eagles 15-10,15-4,9j 15-4 on Sept. 12.
Led by juniors Joanna Downie

and Carrie
M o n n e s,
W S U
looked very
impressive
at times.
However, they could not match
the consistency of the EMU players and they saw their record slip
to 3-5.
The first match on Sept. 13 pitted the Raiders against Valparaiso
University.
Wright State won the match,
despite a rather sluggish start.
They dropped the first game
12-15 to Valpo, but came back to
pound the visitors from Indiana 156. 15-10,15-12.
The victory set the stage for the
final match of the Challenge between 6-2 Eastern Illinois and the
Raiders.
E1U had rolled through the
tourney with a 2-0 record up to this
point and needed the win against
Wright State to clinch the championship.
The Raiders seemed overmatched at first, dropping the first
game 9-15.

WSU
then fell
behind
2-14 in
the second set
and things were not looking too
bright for Opperman and his young
team.
However, on the brink of defeat. the Raiders looked like a new
team.
They scrapped and clawed their
way to eight consecutive points,
and all of a sudden the score was
at 10-14.
Wright State ended up dropping the game 10-15, but they
showed a nevcr-say-die altitude,
something that normally eludes inexperienced teams.
The final game saw the Raiders jump out to a 5-0 lead.
They were hanging on to a 117 lead when EIU exploded for five
straight points of their own. making the score 11-12.
Wright State eventually lost the
game 13-15 and Eastern Illinois
completed their perfect run in the
Challenge.

• • * "A 'L.A. CONFIDENTIAL' is smart,
fumy, twisted ami ULTRA-COOL!"

—

» U L COttRDENTIAL' Is

Intoxicating tataot big
trrobto in pandba."

CLIP & SAVE

A tMtaftgriwtag, expert*

written, tuperttr directed piece
about poBce corrupted and the
MTietfteflert."

The Raiders also picked up
wins by freshman Kirsten
Bernhardt, who defeated Amber Fentress in three sets, and
sophomore Molly Klinket who
defeated April Marlatt.
WSU dominated the
doubles matches as they picked
up three wins.
The team of Bernhardt and
freshman Leslie Marcum defeated Horn and Sykes 9-7.
The tandem of Hoppe and
Davis defeated Van Gessel and
Richards 8-4 and the team of
Mathur and Keller defeated Van
Gessel and Richards 2-3.
The team will travel to
Cleveland to play four matches
at Cleveland State.
The Raiders will play Midwestern Collegiate Conference
foe Detroit on Sept. 19 at 3 p.m.
On Sept. 20 they will face
Niagaria and Canisius and on
Sept. 21 WSU will play another
MCC team in Cleveland State.
The team will. eturn home
on Sept 27 to host Morehead
State at 1 p.m.

CLIP & SAVE

PVGSISUNO

WW
pVGS ISLAND

Fail Fling
College Days

Fall Fling
College Days

THE NEW YORK MS
"Gangbustors!
•LA. CMHDENTUL' Is a
shrewd, etegant Km with
attawten *ser,*ie
cast and style to bum."

1 TIMES SYNDICATE
NEWSWEEK

One ol the bKt flhn of tk* yaw.

"Tennis"
cortinued from pg. 24.

COLLEGE FALL FUN FEST AT
PARAMOUNT'S KINGS ISLAND
CLIP & SAVE $13.00 WITH COUPONS BELOW

THE MOST VIBRANT CRIME
IRAMA SINCE P
' ULP FICTION.'
E

"I feel like Joanna (Downie)
and Carrie (Monnes) are the most
talented players we have." said
Opperman, tiling that the two juniors will be expected to lead a very
young team
Sophom >rc outside hitter Angi
Nunnclley also played the role of
team leader throughout the tourney.
She constantly picked up her
teammates with words of encouragement, even when the
scoreboard was not in favor of the
Raiders.
Nunnellcy is the smallest of the
eight players used most by
Opperman. but she might be the
toughest as well. .
Last night the team was defeated by UD four games to one.
WSU dropped the first two
games 12-15 and 5-15 before winning (he third game 15-6.
The Flyers won the decisive
game 7-15.
The Raiders will compete in the
Georgetown Invitational this
weekend, playing Western Kentucky on Friday and James Madison and Georgetown on Saturday.

TtB BMWMM

""LA. CONFDENTUL' is
a styfisb tbri?er. Director
Cortb Hansen brings
James Ofay's novel ol
cops and corruption to
rancid, racy lite."

VOGUE MAGAZINE

September 21, 27, 28
October 5, 11, 12, 18, 19,
25, 26 1997

September 21, 27, 28
October 5, 11, 12, 18, 19,
25, 26 1997

S A V E $13.00

S A V E $13.00

(per adult)

DISCOUNT COUPON ($30.95 Value) This coupon
admits up tofouradults at the reduced rate ol
$17.95 par ADULT (ages 7-59).

wa

DISCOUNT COUPON (516.95 Value) This coupon
admits up to two children or seniors at the reduced
rate ol $14.95 p«r CHILD or par SENIOR
(ages 3.4,5.6, or 48" & under or 60 & over).

206
A

v

r i

DISCOUNT COUPON ($16.95 Value) This coupon
admits up to two children or seniors at the reduced
rate of $14.95 par CHILD or par SENIOR
(ages 3,4.5.6. or 48" 4 under or 60 & over).

206
A

207
C/S
17 P w n o i s v

DISCOUNT COUPON (530.95 Value) This coupon
admits up tofouradults at the reduced rate of
$17.95 par ADULT (ages 7-59).

AC Bight* AMI»>*a

TiT—Tfrl1

207
C/S

2$

naeuMOM

moNrsoAr. SIPTTMSCR rz tss7

Men's Soccer
Blue Cross/Blue Shcild Classic (at CSl
5:(X)
Canisius
Fri.. Sept. 19
5:00
Sat., Sept. 20
Niagara

Pais Sports Schedules

5:00
Wed., Sept. 24 Miami
2:00
Sun., Sept. 28 Dayton
4:00
at Ohio Stale
Wed.. Oct. 1
at Cleveland State
1:00
Sun.. Oct. 5
4:00
Wed.. Oct. 8
at Detroit
Western Kentucky
2:00
Sun., Oct. 12
4:00
Wisconsin-Green Bay
Fri., Oct. 17
Wisconsin-Milwaukee 2:00
Sun., Oct. 19
I.oyoia
1:00
Sat., Oct. 25
7:00
at Butler
Wed.. Oct. 29
2:00
Sun.. Nov. 2
at UIC
MCC Tournament
1st and 2nd rounds iai Bui icr)
Nov. 8-9
MCC Championship
Sat.. Nov. 15

Women's Soccer
Wed., Sept 17 Dayton
Fri., Sept. 19
Evans ville
Wed., Sept. 24 Miami
Fri., Sept. 26
Butler
Tues.. Sept. 30 at Ohio State
Academy Tournament (St. Loui:
Army
Fri.. Oct. 3
Sun.. Oct. 5
Navy

5:30
4:00
3:00
4:00
4:00

>)

Fri., Oct. 10
Tues., Oct. 14
Sun., Oct. 19
Fri., Oct. 24
Sun.. Oct. 26
Sun., Nov. 2
Nov. 6-9

TBA
TBA

at Michigan
4:00
4:00
at Detroit
Loyola
12:00
3:00
DcPaul
at Wisconsin-Green Bay 12:30
Michigan State
1:00
MCC Tournament (at Butler)

Women's Tennis
Fri.. Sept. 19
Sat., Sept. 20
Sun.. Sept 21
Wed.. Sept. 24
Sat., Sept. 27
Wed., Oct. 1
Fri.. Oct 3
Sat.. Oct. 4
Mnn., Oct. 6
Wed., Oct. 8
Wed., Oct. 15
Fri.. Oct 17

Detroit (@CSU)
Niagara (@CSU)
Canis us (@CSU)
at Cleveland St.
at Wittenberg
Mon head State
Dayton
at UWGB
LIWM (at UWGB)
Northern Kentucky
Akron
Xavier
Butler

3:00
9:00
2:00
9:00
4:00
1:00
3:30
9:00
9:00
3:30
3:30
4:00
2:00

Fri., Sept. 26
Sat., Sept. 27
Tues., Sept. 30
Fri., Oct. .3
Sat.., Oct. 4
Tues;..Oct. 7
Fri., Oct. 10
Sat... Oct. 18
Fri., Oct. 24
Sat.. Oct. 25
Fri., O c t 31
Sat.., Nov. 1
Fri.. Nov. 7
Sat.. Nov. 8
Fri., Nov. 14
Sun ., Nov. 16
Nov .21-23

Men's Tennis
Sept. 19-21
Sat., Sept 27
Tue., Sept 30
Wed., Oct 1
Fn.. Oct. 10
Sat.. Oct. 11
Sat., Oct. 18
Tues.. Nov. 6

at Bowling Green Invite.
Eastern Michigan (at UD)
at Wittcnbe j; University
Dayton
at Xavier
at Robert Morris
at Duquesnc Univ.
at Butler
at Rolcx Torunamnet

Sept. 20 &2I
Sept. 27 & 28
Oct. 6 & 7
Oct. 13
Oct. 14
Oct. 20-21

Hawkeye Intercollegiate
Northern Intercollegiate
Legends of Indiana
YVSU & UD Invitational
WSU & UD Invitational
Persimmon Ridge Intercollegiate

•

9:00
9:00
1:00
3:30
3:00
3:00
l():0C
TBA
TBA

NO PERFORMING TALENT REQUIRED \
If you arc an applicant who a
qualifier and arc between the ages of •
IS and 27 by February 1. 1998. never "
married and at least a six month resi- "
dent of Ohio, thus college students
a
arc eligible, you could be Ohio's
•
reprcsenative at the CBS nationally
•
televised MISS USA PAGEANT in
•
February7. Last Year. MISS USA
*
competed for over $200,000 in cash
™
and prizes. The 1998 Ohio USA
B
pageant will be held at the Marriot
•
North in Columbus. Ohio on November •
29 and 30.1997. The new Miss Ohio •
MICHELLE MOUSER
Miss Ohio USA
USA. along w ith Iter expense paid trip B
J to compete in the CBS-nationally televised MISS USA PAGEANT w ill
m
a receive over SI .000 in cash among her many prizes. All Ladies interacted in
o
• competing for the title mustrespondby mail by October 4. 1997.
•

Cross Country Schedule

• 15301 nBUMTOmClPHOK MMBIB 412-225•5343.

"||

APPLICATION DEADLINE IS OCTOBER 4, 1997
i THE MISS OHIO USA PAGEANT IS A CARVERN PRODUCTION
I

Mm USA Pogeonl * jointly owned By tiumo Pageanti Inc. ond CBS Pogeonti mc.

WSU Invitational
Indiana Invitational
Notre Dame Invitational (men)
Ohio University (women)
All-Ohio Intercollegiate
UW-Parkside Cross Counrty Invitat
MCC Championships (at Ketterir

Times and opponents subject to change.

<nr

KeyBank

Home games in BC

Part Time Positions
available in our
Operations
Departments!

Benefits include:

•TYiition Reimbursement
•Paid Vacations and Holidays
•Flexible Scheduling
•Health/Dental
Check Processing

'On-the-job training
^Banking Services
*401-K Savings Plan
'Parking Program
Cash Proce

{a rniniipunj <>f three days per week,
re between 3 pia
9 pm, Monday
Friday; andteween1 pm and 6 pm
rHou

A^ilinna!Kininv w

-

• •

a'x>%inuhg potential of '
A jitKMiai ijifciviuo vpif-as;

°

'A Camera Production'
Celebrating over
20 years of
•Pageantry with a Purpose""

Fri., Sept. 19
Sat., Sept. 27
Fri., Oct. 3
Sat., Oct. 4
Fri., Oct. 10
Sat., Oct 18
Sat., Nov. 1

•You must work a minimum of 20 hours per week to qualify.

« LETTERS MUST INCLUDE A RECENT SNAPSHOT. A BRIEF BIOGRAPHY
" ADDRESS AND PHONE NBMBER. WRITE IB: f998MISS OHIO BSJt MSUtfT J
« m u x T H C w u M m s - MTTCA • 347IOCUSTMVIMBI-WSSHIMS TON. PA*

at Illinois-Chicago
at Loyola
Bowling Green
Wisconsin-Green Bay
Wisconsin-Milwaukee
at Toledo
Butler
Cleveland State
at Wisconsin-Milwaukee :
at Wisconsin-Green Bay
Loyola
Illinois-Chicago
at Cleveland State
at Youngstown Slate
at Butler
Marshall
MCC Championships (at I

WMiMSSHT SSTAJnE

Golf Schedule

1998 MISS OHIO USA PAG£ANT" :
O^cccai 'Piefanutaiy
\
"TKi&i- TtSs 4 *
•

Volleyball
wgctown Invitational
Western Kentucky
Fri.. Sept. 19
James Madison
Sat.. Sept. 20
at Georgetown

If you have any questions or require
additional information, please contact Dawn
Scott at (937) 586-8697 between the hours
of 8 ant and 5 pm, Monday through Friday.

Please complete an Employment Application on
Monday, Wednesday, or Friday, from 9 am to 1'
am or from 1 pm to 3 pm, or fax a resume to
(937) 586-7136. A resume may be sent to the
address below.
KeyBank
34 N. Main St.
13th floor HR
Dayton, Ohio 45402

I

WtDNtSOAf, SCPHMBIH 17. 193.

Men's soccer team struggles early
By DAVID COBLE
Staff Writer
The Wright Stale men's soccer
team has struggled early against
top flight competition.
The Raiders opened the season
losing to Xavicr 4-2 on Aug. 31.
in the Kelme Kickoff Classic at
Miami University.
The Musketeers took an early
lead when Bill Schaefer scored at
4:34, but the Raiders responded
with two straight goals.
Sophomore midfielder Neil
Sharp scored an unassisted goal at
27:17 to even the match at 1 -1
The Raiders took the lead at
32:18 when sophomore midfielder
Brian Sasha scored an unassisted
goal at 32:28 to make the score 21 Raiders.
Wright State was shut out the
rest of the game as Xavicr scored
three straight goals, two scored by

Chas Cooke.
Wright State also dropped their
second game at the Kelme Kickoff Classic on Sept. 1, falling to
Cincinnati 2-1 in overtime.
The Raiders were held to only
two shots on goal during the game.
WSU opened the scoring when
senior midfielder Gianni Doddato
scored at 42:04 the assist went to
Junior defender Micheal Sy Ibornc.
Then the Bearcats Myron
Vaughn scored both of the UC
goals including the game winner
in overtime.
The Raiders then headed south
to participate in the James Madison Sheraton Four Points Tournament in Harrisonburg, VA.
In their first game on Sept.
9,the Raiders were blasted 7-0 by
national power James Madison.
The Dukes outshot Wright
State 28 to 5.
Wright State were never in the

CONGRATULATIONS!!

T o The Men and Women of our Creek Orgaizations who made llie
Deans List for Spring Quarter, 1997

JEFFREY AUSTIN
JAMIE BAKER
RONDA BEGLEY
DAVID BOWMAN
RYAN BRANNON
TABITHA BUCHER
AMY CHRISTOPHER
NATHANIEL CHURCH
MARION DALICHAU
TRISHA DECK
TANVI DESAI
RYAN DUBOIS
JESSICA DYER
ELIZABETH FITTS
JENNIFER GILLIAM
AMY GREENWALD
REBECCA HOLMES
ELIZABETH HUNT
AMY KELLNER
DEBRA LANGENKAMP
KATIE LAUX
AMANDA MARTIN
MISTY MARTIN
STEVEN MCNEAL
JOHN MYERS
AMY PAXTON
CHAD PETTIT
JEFFREY RATLIFF
MELISSA RATLIFF
MICHELLE SABO
DENISE SCARPELLI
LAURA SINGLETON
EDWARD STAUDT
JULIE WAIKEL

PHI SIGMA PHI
ZETA TAU ALPHA
PHI MU
BETA THETA PI
BETA PHI OMEGA
DELTA ZETA
ZETA TAU ALPHA
PHI SIGMA PHI
ALPHA XI DELTA
ZETA TAU ALPHA
DELTA ZETA
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
ALPHA XI DELI A
ALPHA XI DELTA
ZETA TAU ALPHA
PHI MU
DELTA ZETA
ZETA TAU ALPHA
RHO CHI
ALPHA XI DELTA
ALPHA XI DELTA
ZETA TAU ALPHA
RHO CHI
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
BETA PHI OMEGA
ZETA TAU ALPHA
BETA PHI OMEGA
PHI KAPPA TAU
ALPHA XI DELTA
ALPHA XI DELTA
ZETA TAU ALPHA
RHO CHI
PHI SIGMA PHI
ALPHA XI DELTA

Congratulations to those organizations who achieved an all chapter
average grade point average above the all Mens/Womens for the
Spring Quarter 1997.

game as James Madison ouiscorcd
Wright State 4-0 in the first half.
The Raiders dropped their second game of the classic falling to
Virginia Commonwealth 4-3 on
Sept. 10.
Wright Stale opened the scoring as senior forward Charley
Houck scored nine minutes into the
game and was assisted by sophomore midfielder Neil Sharp.
VCU responded when Ricardo
Capilla scored at 26:31 to even the
score at 1-1.
Wright State regained the lend
at 42:51 when sophomore
midfielder Brian Syska scored he
was assisted by senior forward
Charley Hauck.
Then the Rams scored three
straight goals to regain the lead.
VCU's Ricardo Capilla scored
his second goal of the game at
58:00 and then the Rams' Lorenz
Baumgardner scored at 76:01 to

give VCU a 3-2 lead.
Virginia Commonwealth's
John Mofatt scored at 83:54 to
c tend the Rams lead to 4-2.
Wright State closed out the
scoring when senior forward
( harlcy Houck scored an unassisted goal to make final score 43.
With the two losses the Raiders fell to 0-4.
The Raiders have struggled
offensively.
Houck and Syska each have
two goals on the season and Sharp
and Doddato each have one.
WSU has been outscored 17-6
in the first four games.
W ight Stale gets back into action this weekend at The Blue
Cross/ Blue Shield Classic in
Cleveland facing Canisus on Sept.
19 and Niagara Sept. 20.
They play their home opener on
Sept. 24 as they host Miami.

VR*;HT!
M A K E Y O U R \»><f'
A L O N G DISTANCE
P H O N E CARD W I T H . . .
LCI International*

y

Worldwide Telecommunications

• C O M P E T I T I V E COLLEGE RATES
• CALL A N Y W H E R E I N T H E USA
FOR O N L Y 2 2 C A MINUTE.'
• USE Y O U R CURRENT W S U
ID T O M A K E CALLS
• 3 0 M I N U T E S FREE
L O N G DISTANCE!
CALL 1 8 0 0 - 8 6 0 - 3 6 3 1
OR VISIT O U R TABLE
O N THE Q U A D ALL
THRU WELCOME WEEK
TO ACTIVATE YOUR CARD
FOR N E X T D A Y USE!

FREE PRIZES
WITH EVERY
APPLICATION!
LCI International*

Woddwtd* TaUcommunJcatioiu

"A Very Different
Long Distance
Phone Company"

THf VWiWMM

Bombers
start anew

By JIM INGRAM
For the Guardian

1996 may have marked the
Dayton Bombers' inaugural season
at the Nutter Center, but 1997
might as well be a rebirth of the
organization.
Last year the grossly understaffed management team battled
everything from fan defectors to
low profile exposure.
This year, owners Bud Gingher
and Arnold Johnson invested
heavily into assuring Dayton
hockey fans would have a well
oiled and successful minor league
club in town for the long haul.
"We've made a 180 degree
turnaround with the real focus being on the fans, not the hockey
players." said Tommy Benizio. the
Bombers newly hired assistant
general manager.
Bcnizio comes to the team by
way of East Coast Hockey League
rival Roanoke, a team that saw its
average attendance increase over
1,000 a game under his tutelage.
Also new to the team management is new General Manager
Stephan Boutin and Director of
Public Relations Greg Waddell.
Boutin, who was also
"snatched" from an ECHL rival,
spent last season as the GM of the
Mississippi Seawolves, which enjoyed a very respectable average
attendance of 6,659.
According to Bcnizio. Boutin
was hired because of his "ability
in the areas of leadership and focus."
"He's a smart man who knows
what needs to be done here and he
knows how to do it," he added.
"It's a great challenge for me
and I want the Bombers' hockey
games to become the place to be
in Dayton," said Boutin.
Waddell was hired on from
WHIO and has also served as the
News and Sports Director of Metro
Networks based in Cincinnati.
The team wants to increase
public relations efforts and educate
the Dayton market of its existence
and witfi its new management, the
Bombers hope to cure some attendance ills.
"If people don't know there's a
hockey team here or they think it
folded, they can't come," Benizio
explained.
"Everything is planned already.
We know now what we're doing
every minute of every game. Our
biggest regret is that this wasn't
happening last year. We definitely
have a feeling that this is a new
beginning," Benizio added.

I
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Schilling completes his first recruiting class at WSU
By DAVID COBLE
Staff Writer
New Wright Stale men's basketball Head Coach lid Schilling
has finished his first recruiting
class with the signing of Marvin
Rodgers to a letter of intent.
Rodgcrs, a 6 foot 9inch 230
pound power forward played last
season at Wallace Community College in Selma, AL where he was
named Honorable Mention All-

Amcrican.

Rodgers. from Portsmouth, VA
averaged 17.1 points and 9.4 rebounds while shooting 82 percent
from the line and blocking 101
shots.
The Patriots finished 26-6. advancing to the regional final four
and finished 16 nationally.
Rodgcrs was ranked as one of
the top thirty junior collegc players after this season.
He was also ranked as a top
fifty prospcct as a high school senior at Rutherford High School in
Portsmouth.
Rodgers will have three years
of eligibility after not playing in
his first year at West Virginia Uni-

versity.
He becomes the third member
of the Wallace program to join
Wright State.
His teammate Sherman Curry
signed a letter of intent with the
Raiders in August.
Also, his coach at Wallace CC.
Otis Hughlcy was named by
Schilling as an assistant coach for
the Raiders.
"Potentially, Marvin has the
offensive skills to play cither forward position or center," said

Hughlcy.
He added, "He shoots it very
well from the perimeter anil he can
run the floor. And he can put the
ball on the floor like a guard. If he
makes his mind up to go after it.
we'll have a monster player on our
hands."
As a high school sophomore
Rodgers A AU team won a national
championship.
Two of his teammates on that
team were NBA stars Allen
Ivcrson and Joe Smith.

Men's Basketball Roster
Years Eligible
Pos. Ht. Class
Jr.
6-1
2
Tony Baultrippe
G
Jr.
2
G
6-3
Keion Brooks
1
F
6-8
Sr.
Thad Burton
2
F
6-5
Jr.
Sherman Curry
6-7
So.
4
F
Ryan Grose
1
6-11 Sr.
C
Steno Kos
1
F/C 6-10 Sr.
Inus Norville *
1
F
6-5
Sr.
Mark Oliver
7-0
Fr.
4
Bruno Petersons
C
4
6-1
Fr.
Brandon Pardon
G
So.
3
G
6-0
Mike Richardson
So.
3
F
6-9
Marvin Rodgers
4
Fr.
6-7
Onome Scott-Emuakpor F
So.
3
F
6-5
Steve Yeagle
• Will redshirt this season

With the signing of Rodgcrs,
Schilling has added seven new
players to the basketball program.
In other news, senior forward
Mark Oliver is currently on academic probation and may miss the
beginning of the season.
He is currently attempting to

petition to drop a class and if it
doesn't go through then he'll have
to sit out until after fall quarter is
over.
The Raiders begin practicc on
Oct. 18 and have their season
opener on Nov. 15 as they travel
to Central Michigan.

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.
14" ONE
TOPPING
PIZZA (CARRY OUT ONLY)

$7.99

Airway
256-7272

Beavercreek
320-7272

Fairborn
879-7272

Students, Need a job?
We have immediate openings for individuals to work full and part-time. Full-time is 40 hours/woek. Part-time is 20-29
hours/week. Flexible scheduling. Responsibilities involve making telephone contact in setting up payment
arrangements of delinquent medical, retail, and commercial accounts. No experience necessary. Must have excellent
listening, problem-solving, and verbal communication skills. PC experience desired.
Work for a growing privately-owned company which has been in the Dayton area for over 28 years.
|

We offer:

I
i
|
j

'Hourly pay
*Bonus plan
'Advancement potential
*Paid training

•Benefits
•Free parking
•Professional environment
•Pleasant work environment
Apply by calling:
Advantage Financial Services, Inc.
Human Resources JobLine
259-1607 ext. 564
(close to WSU on Woodman Drive near Airway)

ADMTAGE FINANCIAL SERVICES, INC.
r

WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY
ampus
FALL *97
SprciAL EVENTS
to check the entry deadlines, because
Special events are generally one-day tou aments Be
teams and/or individuals to register on-site
some events requae early registration tf to, others alio*
Event
3on 1 Baskets* Tournament
Triples VWeybal Tournament
ACUI Ait Hockey Tounament
RacqjeiCSt Singles Tourney
Table Terms Tournament
ACUI 5-Bal Toianamenl
ACUI Table Term Tournament
Booing Tournament

location

Time/Date

Entry Oeadlinc

NC
SU

7 - I O P I . 9/18
7-10PM.9/23

6 30-7PM »M8

SU

7-10PM, 1019

630-7PM,10/9

SO
SU

1 0 * M - 1 P M , 10/11
7 - I O P M . 10/14

6 3 0 - 7 P « . 10/14

SU
SU
TBA

7-10 Pit. 10/22
7-10 PM. 11/14
8 30-11 PM 10/24

cou4.atc. at (937) 77S-S817 o> at c p ^ « n g r J M u
Pre-Trlp
Start
Event
Canoe T ip
BdungTrip
Htung
Snowskang
IceSkalmg
Indoor Roc* Ckmtjmg
Scuba Ctnc
Canoe-Kayak Ckmc
Horseback Riding
Outdoor Recreation
Advisory Counci

SPORT CLUBS

=

Coit
$10
Free
J10
530
TBA
TBA
$10
$10
$10

location
River Edge
Spring Valley
Ash Cave
MaJ River
TBA
TBA
SUPool
SUPod
Er^ewood Reserve

ADAPTED RECREATION/ATHLETICS
Fall

Event
Basketball'
Biking!
Bdtartst
Bowlmgt
Buckeye Oup"
CP Spoils'
Fitness't
Football
ManObaBt
GoafcaSCtrvct
Ouad RugbyAlhlefcc Conditioning'
Rugby Toum'
SvmwM«j"t
Table Tenrwt
Terns t
Temvs'

Time
T.7-10PM

TBA
T. 4-6:30P M

F.8-11PM.
TBA
TBA
M W. 9-10* w
Th.630-8>M
M.6 30-flp»
W.7-9PM

T.7-10PU
W.Th. 3-5 PM
1BA
T.Th.9-10«M
T. 4-6 30 PM
M. 5-7 PH.
W,5-7PM

Start Date
9/30
TBA
9/30
1074
TBA
TBA
9/29
10/2
SOT
11/5
9/30
10/1
12/12
9/30
9/30
9/29
10/1

location
NC
SU
SU
Beaver-Vu
Columbus
SU
SU
SU
SU
NC
NC
SU
NC
SU
SU
NC Courts
NC Cents

^^n^X'«'heAdapted

Cp S™I,-I

AmpSpocts-t
Quad Rugbyt= Recreational Event '-Compttltlvi Event

INTRAMURAL LEAGUES

IMTIIJ
-

Event
Ffciav Foottae
Oocovei* Cart Flag Football (M.W.CR)
Indoor Soccer (CR)
3 on 3 Basketball (M.W.CR.WC)
4on4VoMyMt|CR)
Water VO«eybal<CR)
Water Basketball ICR)
TervW (M.W.WC)
Table Terns ladder (M.W.WC)
BJkards Udder (M.W.WC)
Outdoor Soccer (M.W.CR)
Raa5uett>ai(M.W,V.C)
Fantasy Basketball

M » Men

W

Women

=

=

Active Clubs:
Bwtmg
TaeKwonDo
Track (WC)
SaAng
Karate
WngM Outdoors
Clubs Forming:
CP Club
Hockey
lacrosse
Stanj

Entry
Oeadtlna
9/26
9/29
9/29
9/29
929
9/29
9/29
9/29
9/29
9/29
9/29
10*
1024

Data/Tlnn
olPlay
NA
M-Th, 3-7 P.M
M. 7-11 P.M.
W.7-11P4t
6PU.K9
TH7-11PM
530PU.9/30
T. 8 30-11 P.M.
6 P.M.. 9/30
TO. 8:30-11 P.".
6PH.9/30
MW.SPM-daik
NA
NA
6 30P.M. 9/29
NA
6 30 m . 9/29
T.W, 3-7 P.M.
6 30PM. 9/30
M. 6-10PM
NA
NA
4 PM. 10(24 (draft)
• Co-Recreational

-

Vo«eyba«(M)
Quad Rugby (WC)
OltaatsCtuO

Amputee Club
R»tng
Biuig

Sport Club Council Meetings:
A8 meetings are m W169C Student Union
Mon.902
Mon,1(W

r« zs

Mon.1t/3
Mon.2/9

R

CONTACT NUMBERS
E009 Student Union

775-5815
775-5527 (FAX)

Recreaton Desk

775-5505

RacquetbaH Reservations

775-5505

Fitness Center Orientations

775-5505

RecChedi

775-4702

Open Rec Hotline

775-4702

JeanDenney
jdenneygwrightedu

775-5816/5522

Student Union Recreation

LeeOutei
ldutel@aries wrighledu

775-5525

Nutter Center Recreation/
Intramural Sports

EricCortMtt
ecorbtttewnght.edu

775-5825

Chris Price
cprice@wright edu

775-5817

Andy Ccrbett
atcorbetgvuight edu

775-5834/5816

Student Union

Basketball-

0»ector

Captain's
MMlmg
4 p « . 9/26 (d/att)
Sru.9/29
5PM.9/30

=

SSS:s;-™"

Campus Recreation

Wedneiay 10/1 5 P." . * the Student Doon O-gano.ional rreeW^s toiW
* 4 De held eft Fnday. 10/3. « : 3 0
S ^ Un«<
Trad."
Skangt
Bfcngt
S«mm«, t |

10/8
630-"- /M. 10/22
6 30-7PW. 11/14
8-8 30 PM

NC = Nutter Center

SU = Student Union

OUTDOOR RECREATION

630-7^,9*23

Adapted Recreation/
Outdoor Rec
Adapted Athletics/
Sport Clubs
Graduate Assistants

Adapted
Fadmes
Student Union Recreation

775-5834
775-5534
775-5503

For Facility Schedules call 775-5505 (Student Union) or 775-4702 (Nutter Center).
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CLASSIFIEDS
E23323
ABORTIONS TO 24
WEEKS Private Medical
Practice Low Fees - Prompt
Appointments WOMEN'S
MED+ CENTER
293-3917
Internet:
www.gynpages.com/
medplus

The Guardian is looking for
writers. If you have an interest
call 775-5536.
#1 CAMPUS
FUNDRAISER
Raise all the money your
group needs by sponsoring a
VISA FUNDRAISER on
your campus. No investment
& very little time needed.
There' s no obi igation, so why
not call for information today.
Call 1-800-323-8454 x95.

IS NOW

HIRING

USED FURNITURE FOR
SALE
T ables, chairs, beds, couches,
end tables, coffee tables
Garland Court Apartments
332 W. Garland Ave 8787471

Spring Break '98- Sell Trips,
Earn Cash & Go Free!!!
5 Bedroom house to share Student Travel Services is
with female. $250.00 rent. 1/ now hiring campus reps/
2 utilities, walking distance group organizers. Lowest
to WSU! Call 879-5657 or rates to Jamaica, Mexico &
Florida. Call 1-800-648-4849
878-3985- ask for Bob.

Tin nation's leader in college marketing
is seeking an energetic, entrepreneurial
student tor the position ot campus rep
No sales involved. Place advertising on
bulletin boards tor companies such as
American Express and Microsoft
Great part-time job earnings. Choose
your own hours; 4-8 hours per week
required Call:
Campus Rep Program
American Passage Media. Inc
100 West Harrison St Suite S-150
Seattle. WA 98119
(800) 487-2434 tit. 4444

E D U C A T I O N

and

• ••••

RE

W

S

AAA

FOR

TECH CREW
$6.00/hour
Contact Jeff or Buck at 775-4733.
•concert set-ups
•hockey/basketball set-ups
•flexible hours
(Employment provided through Brownlee Personnel Services)

S E, A R C H

C O M

people a w i d e r a n g e of s o u n d invest-

t a k e a lot of p r i d e in g a i n i n g

ments, a c o m m i t m e n t to superior service,

high m a r k s f r o m t h e m a j o r

-S&T jrtii Moody'. rating for T1A.V '

r a t i n g s e r v i c e s . B u t t h e fact is. w e ' r e

a n d o p e r a t i n g e x p e n s e s that a r e a m o n g

e q u a l l y p r o u d of t h e r a t i n g s w e g e t

t h e lowest in t h e i n s u r a n c e a n d m u t u a l

e v e r y da_v f r o m o u r p a r t i c i p a n t s .

f u n d industries.
W i t h T I A A - C R E F . y o u I I get the

B e c a u s e at T I A A - C R E F , e n s u r i n g t h e
-The Utc.1 OA1.BAR Rating* CuMomcr Satisfaction Sunn''

M U N I

TOP RATINGS FBOM MORNINGSTAR,
MOODY'S, S&P, DALRAR, AND BELL.

. 0- Momingcur riling, for the CREF Global
Fquitic. Account. CREF Equity Imlo Account,
ami CRF.F Growth Account"

,

NUTTER CENTER

right choices— a n d t h e d e d i c a t i o n — t o

financial f u t u r e s of t h e e d u c a t i o n a n d
r e s e a r c h c o m m u n i t y is s o m e t h i n g that

h e l p y o u a c h i e v e a l i f e t i m e of financial

goes beyond stars a n d numbers.

g o a l s . T h e r a t i n g s e r v i c e s b a c k us u p .

W e b e c a m e the w o r l d ' s largest

S o d o e s Bill.
Find out how T I A A - C R E F can

retirement organization b y ottering

h e l p y o u b u i l d a c o m f o r t a b l e , finan-

"Your service bowled me over."

cially s e c u r e t o m o r r o w . Visit o u r W e b

-William Rjidin. TIAA-CREF Participant

s i t e a t w w w . t i a a - c r e f . o r g o r call u s at

Ensuring the future
f o r t h o s e w h o s h a p e it."

1-800-8-12-2776.

•Source: Mornmg>iar. Inc.. June 1W7 Morning# ar » an independent W R C thai rate* mutual fund* and variaNe annuities IJK top Ul\ of fund* i
Mommguar proprietary rating* reflect hnionca! n*k ad|U*ted performance. and arc *ubje»t to change everv month l*hey arc tabulated from the auount"* three .
Treasury bill returns with appropriate fee ad|u*tment*. and a n*k fktiw that reflect* performance beJw VO day T hi! return* The meral! *iar rating* referred fo abo*«
age* of it* three , fi*e . and ten vear rating* fur periods cnduig lunc 50. 1W7 The separate ( unpublished) rating* for each of the penod«. arc

J Year
5 Year

I 10 Year

CRF.F Stock
Account
Star Rating/Number
o! Domestic Ki|tmv
Account. Rated
4/1.42.?
4/»24
4/441

"• These top ratings J
Individual and Invrilu
money 'Kaved on a*\

hascd on 1I.\.V> ex

C R K F Global
E*|ulHci A c c o u n t
Srar Rating/Number ot
International Equity
Account) Rated
S/274
5/15*

C R E F Equity
Index Account
Star Rating/Number
of Domestic' Equiix

Account. Rated
5/1,423
N/A
N

>.

C R E F Growth
Account
S:ar Raring/Number
of D o m n t i c Equity
Accounts Rated
5/1,423
N/A

\ \

receive Inc .tan and the n c « 2 2 . r e c e i v e tour sarv
ten year average annual return* in c . c c . ot V0 day
mmg.tar'% published rating*, which arc weighted acer

C R E F Bond
Market Account
Star Rating/Number
of Fixed Income
Account. Rated
4/566
4/364

C R E F SocUl
Cholcc Account
Star Rating/Number
ot i>omcctic Equity
Account. Rated
4/1,423
4,"»24
N/A

wtDMistuY. siPTima a i$s7

corns
®m6

QPfje g>anctuarp
THE DEAD HEAD CONCERT
M M f f l Mgnflpy, $?pt, 2& j99g

'iH

at the door.

^

(TkLrts are now on sale at the
Sanctuary or at Ticketmaster.)

t^WRIGHT

SPOT
D R I V E -THRU

3913 Colonel Glenn Hw>
Beavercreek, Ohio
Just 3 Minutes from WSU!

weuu
IF aou HI\OTO BE
r":^U6R£P, HOW
WOULD you LIK£
V TO6O7
/

6«0EK»lfJ<b
^I6U-, 1 SUPPOSE fl^
o»«ttc 60HSH0TTD -me

'8ei«Jti SKioTHEOtD TO >
DEATH Wl TH M* (WW
PiLUJW WOVUD BE

,fJor— 1 HUM ocu'r
VCftBt FOftGviS.

fcioo OF POETIC, N / A W - LTOC WO CM ST«06feLfJ&. >

HEAP, ex6C^TV3^-ST3L£,
WOWLO e t •!>«£. BUT H*3»

WELCOME
BACK!
AWESOME BEER SPECIALS:
12PK BUD &
18PKCOORS
BUD LIGHT:
LIGHT:
( B o t t l e s or Cans)
$8.99 + tax

66m«J6SvwEooee A

CUFF UOUtPCKTfllnW
9 6 tXMlLAftnTi06. 8uT
I'M AFCUWO of HElCjKTSy

BE 1^6 SuBlES All* UOAO
BE.QU>TC PSAMAnc, BUT
X
kJCT. I'M SIMPLU
. "TOO cuw^rBocHoaie, J

/6etTt>J&Rv),ocNEeBy >
' P S T C A M f i o n t f i . <oouu> 00

THE T«1£X, BUT 1 TMtOfc
IT uoum a t ywSAioesTo

. IEP*C S u e * A

I SUPPOSE THE 6EST
W A y UX>JLO B E B i )

P0(S0W>JS M I D f t c J K .
, y £ A H , THAT'S W H A T ,
V
1-0 u t t .
v'

C A S E FOG SOME

Hot CHOCOLATE"?

$7.99 + tax

1 2 P K BOTTLESMILLER, M.G.D.
M I L L E R LITE, ICE H O U S E :
$7.49 + tax

CASE
SPECIALS:
(24PK
CANS
ONLY)

BUD & BUD LIGHT
$13.99 + tax
MILLER LITE
$13.99 + tax
BUSCH & BUSCH LIGHT
$ 10.99 + tax
COORS LIGHT
(All sales end
$11.99 + tax
9/24/97.)

THE WRIGHT
SPOT 1SJHE
PI ACE FOR BEER

:
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WEDNESDAY •

THURSDAY •

FRIDAY •

SATURDAY

SEPTEMBER 17 - 20, 1997

Activites for the
First Day of Class

6:30pm - 8:00pm
Coffee House/Poetry/cards 8> games
in the New Rat- sponsored hy NEXUS

10:00am - 12:00pm
Jazz in the Upper Hearth Lounge,
Student Union

7:00pm - 9:00pm
Basketball Shooting Contest in the
Student Union Gym- sponsored by
Campus Rec

11:00am - 1:00pm
2 Bike Spinning Demonstrations in
the Atrium of the Student Union
12:00pm - 2:00pm
Free Billiards in the
Billiards Room, Student
Union

•

1:00pm - 3:00pm
Balloon Volleyball outiside near
Union Activities Board office

2:00pm - 4:00pm
Funk Allegiance in the Rat Re-Grand
Opening, Student Union
3:00pm - 4:00pm
Air Hockey Tournament in the
Arcade, Student Union

Activites for Thursday
September IS
9:00am - Evening
Vendors on the Quad all day
11:30am - Afternoon
WWSU plays 70's and 80's Classics in
the Atrium of the Student Union
12:00pm - 1:00pm
An Introduction to African American
Greek Life on the Quad

3:00pm - ?
Wright Start- Welcome &
Reception, Multipurpose
Room, Student Union

7:00pm - 8:30pm
Orientation Reunion in the New Rat,
Student Union

4:00pm - 6:00pm
Free Billiards in the Billiards Room,
Student Union

9:00pm - 11:00pm
Pink Floyd's The Wall, will be shown
outdoors- bring your own blanket!
Location TBA

is

4:15pm - 6:15pm
2 Bike Spinning Demonstrations in
the Atrium of the Student Union

m

8:00pm - 9:30pm
Mike Raybum, musical comedian in
the Atrium of the Student Unionsponsored by UAB

r

A ctvvites for Friday,
W. September 19

is

9:00am - Evening
Vendors in the Student Union
10:00am - Evening
FALL FEST! on the Quad
Bigger and Better for '97!

7:00pm - ?
Shaking the Foundation: A Free
Awesome Concert on the Quad
Featuring some really cool bands!
Immediately Followed by a
Spectacular Fireworks Display!
8:00pm - 11:00pm
1913: The Great Dayton Flood, an
award winning original play performed
by the Wright State Theatre
Department at the Victoria Theatre

Activites for Saturday,
September 20
9:00pm - 1:00am
CAMPUS WIDE
DANCE PARTY!
in the Multipurpose
Room of the
Student Unionsponsored by
Student
Government
(WSU I.D. required)

•
I

